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A P-ADIC MEASURE ATTACHED
TO THE ZETA FUNCTIONS ASSOCIATED
WITH TWO ELLIPTIC MODULAR FORMS II
by Haruzo HIDA

0. Introduction.
Let / be a cusp form for TQ^N) of weight k > 2 with character
^ : (FyWZ) x —> Cx, and let g be another cusp form for To(N) of weight
i < k with character $. Write their Fourier expansion as
00

00

/ = y ^ a(n)e(nz) and g = ^ , b(n)e(nz) for e(z) = exp(27riz),
n=i
n=i

and define Dirichlet series of / and g by
W^ /, g) = (

f^
n=l
(n,^)=l

^(n)^^25-2) ( f^ a(n)&(n)n-5).
n==l

As in the first part [II], our object of study is the p-adic nature of the
algebraic numbers :
(0.1)

—N

+m

' J ' 9 ) for integers m with 0 < m < k - L

2771

T^-

^/,^

In particular, we shall construct a p-adically analytic L-function of three
variables, which interpolates the values (0.1) by regarding all the ingredients m, / and g as variables.
Key-words : p-adic measure - zeta function - Modular form - p-adic L-function.
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Let p > 5 be a prime number. Let 0 be a valuation ring finite flat
over Zp. We have constructed in [13] and [14] the universal Hecke algebra
h(7V;0), for each positive integer N prime to p, as a subalgebra of the
endomorphism algebra of p-adic cusp forms of level N with coefficients
in 0, topologically generated by Hecke operators T(n}(n > 0). Then, the
ordinary part h°(^V; 0) is shown to be finite flat over the Iwasawa algebra
A = 0[\T}} of the topological group r = 1 + pZp. We fix an algebraic
closure Qp of the p-adic field Qp and let Q denote the algebraic closure of
Q inside C. We shall assume 0 to be a subring of Q and fix once and for
all an embedding i: Q <~* Qp. For each finite order character e : F —> C^
and for each integer A, the continuous character of F into Qp given by
7 i-^ 7^(7) induces an 0-algebra homomorphism P^ of A into Q . Let
T be a normal integral domain finite flat over A. Replacing 0 by its finite
extension in Q? if necessary, we may assume that 0 is integrally closed in
Z. Let ^(Z) = Homo-aig(Z,Qp); i.e., X{1) is the space of all Qp-valued
points of Spec(Z)/<?. Let ^aig(Z) be the dense subset of X(I) (under the
Zariski topology) consisting of points of X{T) whose restriction to A is of
the form Pj^g with k > 0. We put
^alg(Z; 0) = <Yalg(Z) H Homo-alg(Z, 0)
and ;V(Z; 0) = X(T) n Homo_aig(Z, 0).

For P e ^aig(Z), the integer k and the character e defined by P|A = Pk,e
will be called the weight of P and the character of P. The weight (resp.
the character) of P will be denoted by fc(P) (resp. £p). The exponent in
p of the conductor of ep will be denoted by r(P) (when ep is trivial,
we shall agree to put r(P) = 1). We fix a A-algebra homomorphism
A : h°{N',0) -^ Z. Then A(T(n)) is an element of Z, and thus we can
consider it as a function on X(I) with values in Q . We shall write its
value A(T(7i))(P) as ap(n) € Qp. Then it is seen in [14] that there is a
family of cusp forms fp € -S^p^r^TVy^)) parametrized by the points
P e Aaig(Z)(A;(P) > 2) such that the image under i: Q <-^ Qp of each n-th
coefficient of fp is given by ap(n). Moreover, fp is a common eigenform
of all Hecke operators satisfying /|T(n) = ap{n)f and |ap(p)|p = 1. The
function fp is called the cusp form belonging to A at P.
For simplicity, we shall suppose that N = 1. We take another Aalgebra homomorphism A' : h°(l; 0) —^ I. We write
00

9Q = EW9" € Sk(Q)(WW))
71=1
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for the cusp form belonging to A' at Q e AaigW. Let ^p and $Q be
the characters of fp and QQ, respectively. Then it is known that there
exist characters ^,$ : (Z/pZ)x -^ cT such that ^p = ep^u-^ and
$p = 6:?^;-^) for all P € ^aig(^), where uj is the Teichmiiller character
modulo p.
For each normalized common eigenform / e ^(riOf)), as is known
by the theory of new forms, there exists a unique primitive form /o whose
eigenvalue for T(£) coincides with that of / for almost all primes L This /o
is called the primitive form associated with /. We define complex numbers
^(A ^(/) and W(f) by
E^-A))^ = [(1 - aW^l ~ a^f)?-8)}-1
n=0

and

fo\k(°^~^=w(f)fs,
where fo\T(n) = a(n,fo)fo and C is the conductor of / (i.e. the smallest
possible level of /o) and f^{z} = fo(-z). For two normalized common
eigenforms / and g, we take the associated primitive form /o and go and
define the primitive Rankin product of / and g by
'D(s,f,g)=Vc{f.g)(s,fo,go),

where C(f, g) is the least common multiple of the conductors of / and g.
We may suppose that a(gQ) = hq(p), a(fp) ^= ap(p) and 0(5^) = a^go)"
for the complex conjugation p. Then we define some Euler factors by
S(P)

- (^^P^-1} fi
\
a(fp)2
) {

E'p,Q(s) = 1

^(P)?^-^
a(/p)2
) '

W^_\
a(9QWp))

x ^-al(fp)a(gpQ)p-s)(l-^(p)al(fp)a'(gpQ)p-s),

-,-i
\
E'P.Q^ = [ 1 ——————— = l - (a(gQ)/a(fp))ps-kW,
\

a(9QWp)j

Ep,Q(s) = Ep^s)E'p^(s).

Let Z<gioI<8>oA be the profinite completion of the tensor product T®e»T®o
A. Any element F e I<2>T®A can be considered as a p-adic analytic function
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on X(I) x X{1) x <^(A). We shall construct an element D of the quotient
field of I(8)Z<8)A whose value at (P,Q,fi) € Aaig(Z) x ^aig(Z) x <Vaig(A)
gives essentially the algebraic number
V(k{Q) + A;(fi), /p, ^)/n(P, Q, A).
Here, as the transcendental factor of P, we shall take
n(P,(?,fi) = (27^^)fc(^)+2fc(A)-l(2^)fc(p)+17^2 < /^ > G(^),

where f^p is the primitive form associated with fp and G^q) is the
Gauss sum for $Q. (We understand that G(^Q) = 1 if $Q = id.) This
transcendental factor looks complicated but has an intrinsic meaning, which
will be explained in § 4 in the text in the language of motives of Deligne.
More precisely, our result in a simplest case is as follows :
THEOREM I. — There exists a unique function D in the quotient
field ofl0Z0A on X(I) x X(I) x /y(A) with the following interpolation
property : For a point (P, Q, R) € ^aig(Z) x ^aig(2') x ^aig(A), we suppose
that ^p == ^Q = CR = id, and k(P) - k(Q) > k(R) > 0, k(Q) > 2 and
k(P) > 2. Then jD(P,Q,fi) is finite and
(0.2)

D(P,Q,fi)=
cw5(P)-lE(P, Q, R)V(k(Q) + fc(Ji), /p, ^|a;fc^))/n(P, Q, fi),

where E(P,Q,R) = £7p,o(fe(0)+fc(fi)), c = (-l)^)r(fc(0)+Hfi))r(fc(^
+ 1) and w = W(pQ)W(/p)~ 1 . Moreover, ifH € Z annihilates the module
of congruence of\ (for definition of this module, see § 4 in the text), then
H(P)D(P,Q,R) is p-adic analytic; namely, HD e I(g)Z(8)A as a function
on X{1) x /V(Z) x A"(A).
Now we restrict D(P, Q, fi) to A" (I) x ;f(Z) x Po for Po = Po,id € ^(A)
and write this function as D(P, Q). We know that
£"(P, Q) = E^(k(Q)) = 1 - a(^)/a(/p)
=l-V(r(p))(Q)/A(r(p))(P)
gives an element in I 0 Z (since A(T(p)) € Z"), When A = A',
E"(P,Q) has a trivial zero at the diagonal divisor A = {(P,P) €
^(I)2!? € ^(I)}. Now we ask whether the function D\P,Q) =
D(P, Q)IE"{P, Q) has a pole at A or not. To give an answer to this question, we fix a topological generator n o f r and identify A(g)A with the power
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series ring 0[[X, Y}] naturally. We also regard A0A as a subalgebra ofZ0l.
Then A is defined by the equation X •=- Y.
THEOREM II. — Suppose that A = A'. Then D' has a simple pole at
A; namely, we have
{(X-Y)D')(P,Q)\p=Q = (l-^P))^^)
P
ifP is non-critical.
(We say that P is non-critical if P is outside the support of the module of
congruence of A in X(I)).
Here are some remarks about the theorems : The p-adic interpolation
along the cyclotomic line (i.e. the line of the variable R) of our type of
zeta functions was first obtained by Panciskin [24] in a different method
from ours; thus, our result extends the domain of the interpolation to the
spectrum of the Hecke algebras. We shall give a formulation of Theorems
I and II in § 5 Example d in full generality, where we shall state the result
valid for A and A' with arbitrary level and give the similar evaluation
of the function Z5(P,Q,-R) at any algebraic point without assuming that
^p == ^Q = OR = id. Since every primitive from / with |a(p)|p = 1 belongs
to a homomorphism A of above type, Theorem I is general enough to give
a p-adic interpolation of the values (0.1) for any pair of primitive forms
/ and g with |a(jp)|p = |fr(p)|p = 1 of different weight. If I = A, we may
identify A0A0A with 0[[X,Y,Z]] by fixing a topological generator u of
r. Then the function P(P,Q,jR) is given by a quotient of power series
F(X,y,Z)/ff(X)sothat
P(P^,P^,P^)=

F(^)^ - U(iA)i/ - 1,7(1^ - l)/ff(£(ii)^ - 1).
Thus in this case, the p-adic L-function D is a usual Iwasawa function
of three variables. However, there are examples of A whose values cannot
be contained in A [12, § 4]. Thus, in general, D may not be an Iwasawa
function but is a function on a covering space (of finite degree) over
Spec((9[[X,y,Z]]). Theorem II may be considered as a p-adic analogue
of the well known residue formula [30, 2.5] :
Res,=^(5, /, n = nA:)-1^-^2^1 < /, / >r,(c)
where C is the conductor of the primitive form /.

(if C > 2),
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We shall now give a summary of the content of each section. In § 1,
we give a short account of several operations in the space ofp-adic modular
forms which will be used to define the convolution product of p-adic
measures. After that we shall prove the duality between the space of padic modular forms and Hecke algebras (Th. 1.3). In § 2, we shall give
a characterization of the space of p-adic cusp forms (Th. 2.2) which may
be viewed as a p-adic analogue of the classical cuspidal condition. In § 3,
we shall generalize the measure theory over A to that over the integral
extension Z. After giving a brief summary of the theory of modules of
congruence in § 4, we shall state our main result in full generality in § 5.
In fact, our method is applicable to a rather wide class of measures /A,
satisfying certain algebraicity conditions (cf. (5.1 a,b,c)) on a p-adic space
X with values in the space of p-adic modular forms. We shall establish
a p-adic interpolation of the values Z>(m,/p,/A(<^)) by varying m, locally
constant functions (j) on X and P € ^aigCT (Th. 5.1). From this general
result, we shall deduce Theorems I and II as well as a generalization of the
result in the first part [11] on theta measures. After giving in § 6 some facts
on real analytic Eisenstein series for our later use, we develop a theory of
p-adic Rankin convolution of measures in §§ 7 and 8. The final section § 9
is devoted to the proof of the main results.
In the first draft of this paper, the values of the p-adic L-function
P(P, Q, R) as in Th. I was given in a much more complicated form without
uniformity. The simplification of the expression, especially the introduction
of the Euler factor E(P, Q, J?), is due to B. Perrin-Riou. The author is very
much thankful for her careful reading of the manuscript.
Notation. — We shall use the notation introduced in [11] and [14].
For each matrix a = ( - ) € GL^CR) with det(a) > 0, we de\cdj
fine an operation (of weight k 6 Z) on functions on the Poincare upper half plane ^ with values in C by (f\ka){z) = de^a)^2/ (az±^)
(cz -+- d)~k. For each congruence subgroup A of SL^(Z), we denote by
.Mfc(A) (resp. S'jb(A)) the space of holomorphic modular forms (resp. holomorphic cusp forms) for A of weight k. For each character ^ : A —^ C x of
finite order, we put
A^(A,VO = {/ € Mk(KeiW) | f\k-Y = Mf for all 7 € A},
5fc(A,^) = Mfc(A,^) H ^(KerW).

For each / € 5fc(A,^) and g € ,Mfc(A,^), the Petersson inner product is
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defined by
</^>A= /

J^g^y^dxdy.

J^\S)

When A = To{N), we write < f,g >N for < /,^ >roW • The Fourier
expansion of each / € M^i^N)) is always written as
00

/ = ^C ^ -^n

for 9 ==

n=0

^(^^a-

Throughout the paper, we fix an embedding i : Q c-^ Qp. Thus every
algebraic number can be viewed as a complex number as well as a p-adic
number in Qp uniquely. The normalized p"adic absolute value of x € Qp
will be written as \x\p.
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1. Hecke algebras and p-adic modular forms.
We shall give here a brief account of the theory of p-adic modular
forms and their Hecke algebras. We shall refer to our previous papers [II],
[13] and [14] for the results states here without proof.
Let A be a congruence subgroup of SL^(Z) and for any subalgebra
A of C, we put
Mfc(A; A) = {/ € Mfc(A) | a(7i, /) € A for all n}

5,(A;A) =^(A)HA^(A;A).
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^

For each (abelian) character of finite order ^ : A -^ A x , put
Mk{^ : A) = .Mfc(Ker(^);A) n Mk{^)
5fc(A,^;A)=5jfe(A,VOn.Mfc(A,-0;A).
Now we shall suppose that A is of the following form :
H

.) e SL^Z) | c = 0 mod N, b=0 mod M, a =E d = 1 mod ^l

(1.1)
for positive integers N and M and a divisor t o f M ' N . Let us take a finite
extension A"o/Q in Q, and let K be the topological closure of KQ in Qp.
We put
Mk(^K) = Mk(^Ko) 0Ko K,
Mk(^K) = A1fc(A,^;^o) 0j<o K,
Sk(^K) =5fc(A;A:o)^o^
5jfc(A,^;^) = Sk(^Ko) 0^0 ^.
These spaces depend only on K and are independent of the choice of the
dense subfield KQ. By using g-expansions, we may consider these spaces
inside the formal power series ring ^[[g^]] (if A is of the form (1.1)). For
each j > 0, put
M^^K) = ^Mk(^K), y(A;JQ = Q)Sk(^K) .
k=0

fc=l

One may take these sums inside ^[b1^]], and we shall take inductive
limits inside ^[[g1^]] :
M(^K) = M°°(^K) =lnn^(A;^) ^ ^Mk(^K) ,
3

S(^K)

oo

k=0

= 5°°(A;JO =lnny(A;^) ^ ^5fc(A;^) .
j
fc=i

We shall define a p-adic norm on these spaces by
1/lp = sup |a(n, f)\, if / = f^ a(n, y)^^ .
n

n=0
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Let AT(A;JQ (resp. ~S(^;K)) be the completion of M(^.;K) (resp.
5(A;AT)) under this norm inside ^[[g^]]. They are K-Banack spaces.
Let Ok be the p-adic integer ring of K and put
A^fc(A; OK) = Mk(^; K) n OK^^}},
S^OK) = Sk(^;K) n OK^^}},

M'(A; OK) = M'^K) n OK^^}},
y"(A; Oj<) = 5-'(A; JiQ n (^[[g1^]] for j = 1,2,. • •, oo ,
^(A; OK) = M(A; K) n CMg1^]],
5(A; O/,) = 5(A; 2?) n Oxdg1^]] .

The space 5(A;Oj<) (resp. AT(A;OA-)) is the completion of
S°°(^;OK) (resp. A1°°(A;C>^)) under the norm | |p. Let M and N be
positive integers prime to p, and put
FcW,M) = { (a &) e 5L2(Z) | b = 0 mod M, c = 0 mod TSTjfl
r^JNV,M) = { (a ft) 6 ^(JV^, M) | a = d = 1 mod MJVp'-l

roW) = ^(ivp". l),^l(Np^.) = riW. i) and
r(lV) = ^ ( a 6) e To(N,N) I a = d = 1 mod ^V-l .

It is known by Katz that as subspaces of ^^[[g1/^]]
5(An^l(p r );0/c)=5(A;OK),

(1-2)

AT(A nri (?'•); Ox) =AT(A: OK)
for A = ri(JV),ri(JV,M) and F(^). Proof of (1.2) may be found in [13,
(1.9b) and Cor. 1.2] for Fi(N) and in [20, 5.6.3] for F{N). The operator
__

.n.

~

_

[M] : •^ anq M '-> ^ ffl»g" induces an isomorphism : S(Ti(N, M); OK) ==:
'S(ri(MN);OK) (resp. M(TI(N,M);OK) ^ ~M(T^MN);OK)_); hence,
(1.2) is true for A = Fi(N, M). We shall write M(N; OK) and 5(JV, OK)
for AT(ri(JV); OK) and 5(ri(JV) : Ojy). We put, for A C C or A = AT, OK,
Sk(Npoo;A)=\w,Sk(^l(Npr)•,A),
r

Mk(Npoo•,A)=\^^Mk(^l(Npr)•,A) .
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By (1.2), we have natural inclusions
(1.3)

Sk(Np°°', OK) C S(N', OK), Mk(Np°°', OK) C M(N', OK) .

We shall now introduce several operations on M{N\ OK) '
I. The action ofZ^:
Put Zn = ]lm(Z/NprZ)x = Z^ x (ZyWZ)^ For each element
r

z € Z N , we shall write ^p (resp. ^o) for its projection in Z^ (resp.
(ZyWZ)^. We let z e ZN act on A^(ri(^jf);.FO and .MfcOW H
ri(jf);.RT) b y / I - ) - /|^ = z^f\k(Tz, where ^ e 5L2(Z) is a matrix
with cr^ = (

) mod NpT'. We let z act on ^(A;^) as follows : for

f =^fk with fk € A^(A; AT), f\z = ^ ^A|A^. This action preserves
k

__

_fc

A^(A; 0^), extends to A-((A; OK) and 5(A; OA:) for A = ri(AT) or r(^)
by continuity and induces the original action on .MA^r^JVj/*);^^) and
^(r^JVy);^?^) under the inclusion (1.3) (this fact is due to Katz; see
[20, 5.3] and [13, § 3]). Via the natural projection : Z -^ (Z/NprZ), any
integer n prime to Np can be considered as an element of ZpfII. The action ofHecke operators T(n) :
We shall define, for each positive integer n, the Hecke operator T(n)
by its effect on ^-expansion coefficients :
(1.4a)

a(m, f\T(n)) =

^

r^mn/^, f\t) for / e M^v; 0^) ,

0<^|m,^|n
{^Np)=l

where f\t is the image of / under the action of the integer t as an element
of Z N - We can easily deduce from (1.4a)
(1.4&)

f\(T(£)2 - T(£2)) = t-^W

for each prime i ](Np .

By definition, T(n) induces the usual Hecke operator on
.M^ri^p7');^) for each k and r >: 1 and preserves .M(ri(^y);
OK), since the action of ZN respects O^-integral forms. Then by continuity, T(n) extends automatically on M(N',OK)- Of course, T(n) respects
5(iV; OK) and S^T^Np7')^ OK) for r = 1,..., oo and j = 1,..., oo.
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III. The operator [t]fo^O<teQX :
If A is of type (1.1), A' = Q^A^) n SL^Z) is again of
type (1.1) for each pair of positive integers t and 5. Define for each
/ € M(A; OK) with / = ^ a(n, /) q^
n==0

f\[t/s]=f^a(n,f)q^s .
71=0

Obviously this operation preserves O^-integral forms and induces a linear
map of .Mfc(A; K) into .MA;(A'; J?) for each fc. Thus by continuity, we have
an 0^-linear map :

[t/s}:M(^OK)-^M^',OK).
This map [ t / s ] is obviously injective.
IV. The action ofSL^Z/LZ) :

Let M and N be positive integers prime to p, and put L = MN.
We shall fix a primitive £-th root of unity CL, and suppose that CL e J<T.
Then it is known that the action : / i-> f\k^ with 7 e 5L2(Z) leaves
^(Jk(^(L);J< r ) stable and factors through SL^Z/LZ). We let SL^Z/LZ)
act on ^l(r(L);J<:) and S(T(L),K) diagonally; namely, for / = ^fk
k

with fk € Mk(T(L);K), f\^ = ^/jfc|fc7. This action preserves OKk

__

integral forms [13, § 1] and extends to an action on ~M(T(L)',OK) and
5(r(L);Oj<) by continuity. This action is given on A^ri^^M);^)
under the embedding (1.2) as follows : For each ^ € SL^(Z/LZ), we choose
7 € SL^(Z) such that 7 = 7 mod L and 7 = 1 mod pr. Then we have
m=f\k^ tor / € Mk^Np^M^K).
V. Trace morphisms :

Let M, ^ and L as above, and let ^ : (ZyWpZ)x -» 0^ be a
character. Since ZL ^ F x (Z/LpZ)x and L = M1V, we may consider ^ as
a character of (Z/LpZ)x or ZL. Let A denote either of Fi^), F(N) or
ri(JV, M). Since Zj, acts naturally on AT(A; Oj<-), the subgroup (Z/LpZ)x
actsonAT(A;Oj<). Put
^((A;OK)[^] = {/ CM(^OK) /|C = ^(C)/
5(A : OKM = MA; Ox)[^] H 5(A; 0^) .

torC € (Z/IW C ZL} ,
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Let ^ be the Teichmiiller character defined on Z^ by w(x) = lim x^ and
71—>00

let e : r -)• 0^ be a finite order character of r = 1 + pZp of conductor pr
for r > 1; that is, Ker(£) = 1 ^Zp. For (^ ^\ e ^(^p7-) and each
character a : (Z/NprZ)x -^ 0^, write

<•(: ^wThen a gives a character ofro(iYy) and ro^jf, M). For each 5 ^ r, let A
be either of To^N?8) or ro(^p5, M). Note that if / e A^&(A, ^-A;; Oj^),
then for < (E (Z/LpZ) x C ZL,

/ic^c^-^cv-^o/,
since o/(C) = Cp and e(C) = 1 as characters of ZL. This shows
(1.5)

Mk^Np^e^-^.OK) CM(N',OK)W.
^(ro^p^M),^^-^^^) cM(rz(N,M^OK)W .

Let fi be a representative set for ^(Np7', M) \ ^(NF^ thus,

^o(^ r )=IJ^o(^p r ,M)7.
7€A

We may suppose that 7 = 1 mod pr for all 7 e -R. Write simply a for
^-fc. Then we see that 0(7) = ^(7) = ^(7) for 7 e a, where ^ is the
restriction of ^ to (Z/Z/Z)^ We shall define a trace map
TrL/N : -M^ro^p^M),^^^) -^ ^(ro^^.a;^^)

by/IT^/^^v^)/^.
7€^

Recall that 2:p (resp. zo) is the projection of z e ZL in Z^ (resp.
(Z/LZ) X ). Then the action of ZQ € (Z/LZ) X on AT(r(L);0K) coincides
with that O{^°Q

^ ) € SL^Z/LZ) by definition. For any A C SL^Z),

we^lenote by A the image of A in SL^Z/LZ). Note that for every
r^ T^Np^M) = ri(^,M) and ^(Np^M) = FoWM). If we write
r for the image of 7 € JR in SL^ (Z/LZ), we see that ^ = {^7 e R} gives
a complete representative set for To(N, M) \ To(N).
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LEMMA 1.1. — Put
oo

m(T^Np,M)^K) = ^Mk^N^M^-^.K)
k=0

and
m(T^Np, M), ^; OK) = m(T^Np, M), ^ K) n ^[[g1^]].
Letm(T^(Np,M),^OK) be the completion in OK^^]} ofm(r^Np,M),
^OK} for the norm | |p. Then we have that m(ri(^p,M),-0;Oj<) =
M{r^N,M),OK)W in OK^I^
Proof. — Put A = ri(AT, M) H Fo(p) and p. = {C € Z^ \^-1 = 1}.

Then, we can decompose, according to the action of /A, for A = OK
and -R",
p-2

M(r,(Np,M^A) = (^(ri(^,M);A)[^°] ,
a=0
__

P-2__

Mri(^p,M);A) = (3).M(ri(lVp,M);A)[a/1] ,
a=0

where on the subspace indicated by [uj0'}, p. acts via the character oA Note
00

that M(r^Np,M)',K)[^} = (^Mk^^'.K) and
fc=o
A1(ri(JVp,M);OK)[^0] =M(^^Np,M^K)[u;a}nOK[[ql/M}} .

Let ^p be the restriction of -^ to (Z/pZ)^ Then ^p = Ct;® for a suitable a.
This shows that M(T^Np,M);OKWp} is dense in M(T^NP,M)',OK)
[0p]. We may define a trace map
TY : :M(ri(JVp,M);Wp] -. AT(r(£),^)
by/|Tr=

^

^M-ViT

7€A\ro(N,M)

This map sends M(T^Np,M)',A)[^p] into AT(ri(^,M);A)[^] for
A = Oj< and AT and is uniformely continuous. On the other hand, Tr
includes the trace map, defined before the lemma, of ^^(A,^"^;^)
onto Mk(TQ{Np^M)^uJ~k;K) for each k and hence induces a map of
M(T^Np,M),K)[^p\ into m{Y^{Np,M)^K). By continuity, we have a
map
Tr : A7(ri(Np, M); K)[^} -. m(r,(Np, M), ^ K) .
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On m(ri(Np^M),ip;K), Tr is merely the multiplication by
\To(Np,M) : A] and hence is surjective. If one considers Tr as a map of
M(^;K)[ipp\ into M(F(L);K), it is surjective onto M(ri(N,M);K)[^}
by the same argument. This shows that
m(ri(Np, M), zj); K) = M(Ti(N, M); K)[^]

and therefore, m(r^Np,M)^;OK) = M(Fi(N,M) : OK)W.
By this lemma, we can define
TTL/N • 'M(Ti(N, M); OK)W -^ M(N; OK)W

^y f\TrL/N = ^ ^('y)"'1/^ where R is a complete representative set
_
jeR
for ro(Tv.M) \Fo(N) in SL^Z/LZ). We have a commutative diagram for
each pair (k,e)
(1.6)Tr^ : M(ri(N, M), OKM

-^

M(N; OK)W

J
J
r
l
TT£/JV : A^fc(^o(A^p ,M),e^- ;0^) ^ Mk(Vo{NpT\e^-k;OK) ,

where the vertical arrows indicate the embeddings of (1.5).
VI. TAe twisted trace operator TL/N :

Let L be a positive integer prime to p and N be a divisor of L. Note
that

(0 L ) rl{L} (o LJ =rl ^' LIN^ and we know fromIn that the
map
[NIL}
sends
AT(L;OA-)H
into
M(ri(N,L/N);
OK)W for each character ip : (7,/NpZ)x -^ 0^. We shall define
the operator TL/N • M(L;OK)W -» M(N;OK)[IP} as the composition of [NIL} : M{L;OK)[^\_-^ M(ri(N,L/N);OK)W and of Tr^ :
M(TI(N,L/N);OK)W -» M(N;OK)W. When we denote by I? a complete representative set for ro(J\V,Z,/^) \ ^(Jv^), we have a disjoint
decomposition

W^G ^)^oW)=LI^o(w(; ^)7.
From this combined with (1.6), we have a commutative diagram for each
pair(fc,e):
(1.7)

T^:M(L;OKM

-^

M(N;OKM

^
Mk('^o(Lpr),e^-l^•,OK)

J
^ ^(ro^p^.e^-^iO^),
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where the operator of the lower line is denned by

/-aws>(; ^v)7.
70R

VII. The twisting operator for each Diricblet character \:
Let N and M be positive integers prime to p and let \: (Z/MprZ)x —>
0^ be a character. For each / e Mk(Ti(N);K), put
(1-8)

/IX-E^)^/)^
n=0

where we put \(n) = 0 if (n.Mjf) > 1. Then it is well known that
f\\ e A/^A;(^l(-N'M2p2r);JRr) and this induces an operator
X^N^O^-^^NM2^)
given by the formula (1.8).
VIII. Differentiation :
It is known that the differential operator d = q— : OK [[(?]] —^
OJ<N] preserves the spaces ~M{N\OK) (in fact, it takes ^M(N;OK) into
~S{N', OK)', cf. Cor. 2.3 in the text). We note the following relations :
(1.9)

\ o d = d o ^nd o T(n) = T(n} o d,d o [t] == t[t] o d
(for 0 < t € Z) and Z^d o [z\ = [z] o d for z € Z N .

Let V be a subspace of ~M(N',OK.) (of finite rank over OK) stable under the Hecke operators in II. We shall define tie Hecke algebra
h(V) of V by the Oj<-subalgebra of the C5j<-linear endomorphism algebra of V generated by T(n) for all n > 0. We write hfc(A,^;Oj<) tor
h(Sk(^^OK)) for A with T^N) D A D T^W)) and W^NP^OK)
for h^ri^p7')^)). The restriction of operators in h^T^Np^OK)
to the subspace ^(r^AV');^) of S^T^NP^OK) for each pair i >
j gives a surjective 0K-algebra homomorphism : h^ri^p7');^) —>
^{r^Np^OK). Define
WOK) =^mV(r,(Np^OK) .
3
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Naturally h(^;0j<) acts on S^^NP^OK), and by the uniform continuity, its action extends to S{N\OK)- The restriction of operators in
^(N^OK) to the subspace V C ^S(N;OK) gives a surjective Oj<-algebra
homomorphism
pv:h(N^OK)-^b(V).

Especially, by (1.2), V^NP^OK), W^NP^OK) and
hA;(ro(AV), £-0^-^; OK) are residue algebras of h(N', Oj<). By (1.4b), each
element of ZN induces an endomorphism of S(N : OK) which belongs to
h(JV; OK)', thus, we have a continuous character : ZN —^ h(lV; OK), which
induces an 0^-algebra homomorphism of the continuous group algebra
OK[[ZN\} = imOK^/Np^] into h(Ar;Oj<). Let AK = OK^}} der

note the continuous group algebra of r = 1 + pZp. Then the canonical
decomposition ZN ^ F x (Z/NpZ)x induces an algebra isomorphism :
CW^]] ^ Aj, 0o^ (^[(Z/JVpZ)^ .

In particular, h(^V; C?j<:) is a Aj<-algebra.
We shall now define a pairing
(1.10)

< , >: h(V) x V -^ OK by < hj >= a(l,/|A) .

In particular, we include the case V = S(N\ OK), and in this case, we just
puth(y)=h(7v;(^).
PROPOSITION 1.2. — Let V be a subspace of1S{N', OK), and suppose
that :
(i) V is free of finite rank over OK',
(ii) V(K) H OKM = V for V(K) = V ^ K C L[[g]];
(iii) V is stable under T(n) for all n > 0.
Then the pairing (1.10) is perfect; namely, it induces isomorphisms :
h(V) ^ RomoK (V, OK) andV^ Homc^ (h(Y), Oj<).

Proof. — We shall firstly show the non-degeneracy of the pairing on
h(V',K) and V(K) for h(V;K) = h(V) ®OK K' By (1.4a), we have a
formula : a(m,/) =< T(m),/ > for all m > 0. If < h,f >= 0 for all
h e h(y;J?), then a(mj) = 0 for all m > 0 and / = 0. Conversely, if
< h,f >= 0 for all / € V(K), then 0 ==< hJ\T{m) >= a(l,/|T(m)/i) =
a(l,/|/iT(m)) =< T(m),/|/i >== a(m,/|/i) for all m > 0. This shows that
/|A = 0 for all / € Y(Ar) and thus A = 0 as operator on V(K). We shall
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next show that V ^ Hom<^ (h(V), Oj<), which is sufficient for the assertion
since OK is a discrete valuation ring. By the non-degeneracy already
proven, the induced map by the pairing from V to Hom<^(h(V);0^)
is injective; so, we shall prove the surjectivity. For each linear form
(f> : h(V) -> OK, we can find / e V(K) so that (f>{h) =< h,f > for all
h € h(V). Note that for all m > 0, a(m, /) ==< T(m), / >= (f>(T(m)) e OK
and thus / e V(K) n OK^}} = V. This finishes the proof.
THEOREM 1.3 — Tie pairing (1.10) induces isomorphisms : h(JV; OK)
^ Hom<^ (S(N : OK ), OK) and 5(JV; Oj<) ^ Hom^ (h(^; 0^), 0^).
Proof. — By Prop. 1.2, the pairing induces :
Homo^(5J(^l(JVp);0^),0^) ^ V(T^NP),OK).
We then know that
h(JV; 0^) == ^imHom^ (5^(riOVp); OK\ OK)
3

^ Homo^(lnnS^(ri(7Vp);0^),0^)
3

= Homo^(5°°(ri(7Vp);0^),0^)
^ Homo^ (5(ri(^p); 0^), 0^).
([1, 11.6.6, Prop, 11]).
The last equality follows from the uniform continuity of every linear form
on S^ri^p); OK) (with values in OK\ On the other hand, by Prop. 1.2
the pairing induces : for every m > 0,
(1.11)
Homo^h^O^.O^/p771^) ^ S°°(r^Np)',OK) ^ OK/P^K.
In fact, by Prop. 1.2, we know that
Homo^ (h^ (Fi (^p); 0^), OK/P^K)
^ ^(ri(ATp); 0^) 0^ OK/P^K.
Note that
Hom<^ (h^(ri(^p); 0^), OK/P^K)
^flomo^/pmo^h^r^Np^OK^OK^OK^OK).
The above module is nothing but the Pontryagin dual module ofh-^ri^p);
OK/PmOK)' Then the perfectness of the Pontryagin duality shows that
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lis HomoK/p•»oK(h-'(^l(Np);OA•/p"lo^),o^/proo^)
j

a Homo,,/,^ (|imh-'(ri(^p); OK/P^K), OK/P^K)
j
a Homo,, (h(lV; 0^), OK^OK).

This shows (1.11). By definition, we know that

S(N; OK) = ^{S^T^NP); OK) ®o^ OK/P^K)
m

^ ^imHomc^ (h(lV; Ojc), OK/P^K)
^Homo^(h(^;0^),^lmO^/p m O^) ([1, H.6.3, Prop. 5])
=Hom^(h(^;C^),Oj<).
This shows the assertion.

2. The projection to the ordinary part.
We shall begin with the definition of the projection to the ordinary
part, which is an idempotent e in h(JV; OK)' Since h^CT^Np)', OK) is free
of finite rank over OK tor each j > 0, it is a product of local rings; so we
write

h^(ri(JVp);o^)=nfi
R

for local rings R. Let m(R) be the unique maximal ideal of R. We say that
R is ordinary if T(p) ^ m(J?) (i.e. the projection of T(p) in R is a unit
in R). Let h^ri^p);^)0 be the product of all ordinary local factors
of W(Tz(Np)',OK). We denote by €j the idempotent in W(T^NP)',OK)
corresponding to ^(^(^p);^^)0. By definition, h^ri^p);^)0 is the
biggest factor of h3 (Fi (Ap); Oj<) on which the image of T(p) is a unit, and
thus the natural projection of b.i(^^Np)^OK) onto h^ri^p);^) for
each pair i > j sends e^ to ej. Put
e=^ime^€h(7V;0^) ,
j

which is an idempotent characterized by the fact that eT(p) is a unit
in eh{N',OK) and (1 - e)T(p) is topologically nilpotent. Let us write
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h°(7V; OK) for eh(^; OK), which is a A^-algebra as well as an OK[[ZN]]algebra, and also write 5°(JV; 0^) forcfiW OK). Similarly, we shall define
the ordinary parts h^W);^) and h^(A,^;0^) for A such that
Ti(N) H ro(p) D A D ri^jf) by the biggest direct factor of the original
Hecke algebra on which the image of T(p) is a unit.
If 7 is an element of 1 + pZp, we denote by ^(7) its image in the
group r embedded tautologically in Ajc. We choose and fix a topological
generator u of 1 4- pZp. We shall simply write V for the corresponding
p-adic number. Put
^Jk,r = ^pr-l) - tA^"1 € AK

for 0 < k € Z.

Then the correspondence : i(u) \-^ v^i^u) gives an isomorphism of OKalgebra : AK/^T^K ^ CW/IV], where Tr = F^ ^ 1 ^Zp. For each
finite order character e : r -> 0^ of conductor pr and for each integer fc, put
Pk,€ = ^(^) - uk£(u) 6 Aj<. Then the assignment : i{u) ^ uke(u) induces
an isomorphism : Aj</P^Aj< ^ OK. We define a congruence subgroup for
each 0 < r € Z by ^ = roO^nri^). Then if we put e ( a
for

(

x

. V

b

} = 6(d)
-^

^ ^ J € $r,£ : $r -^ C^ gives a character. The following fact is

proven in [13, § 3] and [14, § 1] :
THEOREM 2.1. — Suppose that p > 5. Then h°(lV;0^) is free
of finite ranic over Aj<, and tie natural morphisms of h(7V;C?j<) onto
h^r^JVy');^) and onto hk(^r,£,OK) induce isomorphisms for each
k > 2, £ : r -> 0^ and r > 1 :
h°W OK)/^rh°(N', OK) ^ h^Np^ OK),
h°(Ar; OK)/Pk^°(N^ OK) ^ ^(^, e; C^)
wAich take r(7i) ofh(JV;Oj<) to T(n) oftAe right-hand side.

We shall now discuss about the p-adic cuspidal condition. Let U =
{^(1 ~ j I u € Z/1VZ} and S = t7 \ SL^(Z/NZ)/U. By the map :
SL^Z/NZ) 9 7 ^ 7(00), we can identify S with the set of all cusps of
Xi(7\0. Fix a primitive root of unity <^ € Q and suppose that CN € K.
As seen in §__1.IV, SL^Z/NZ) naturally acts on M(Y(N),OK). It is
known that M(N',OK) = M^N^OK^ = H°(U,M(Y(N)',OK)) (e.g.
[13, §JJ). Thus for any 7 e SL^Z/NZ), the number a(OJ|7) for each
/ € M(N',OK) only depends on the double coset U^U. Thus for each
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(5, z) € S x Z^, we may define
WM=a(0,/|^),

where ^ € Z^ acts on / as an element of ZN (§ I.I) and 5 = U^U with
7 € SL^Z/NZ). Note that the action of ^ € Z^ and 7 e SL^Z/NZ)
commutes each other, because z has no component on (Z/JVZ)^ Since
the action of Z^ is continuous under the norm | |p, the function 6(f) :
5 x Z^ -^ OK is also continuous. Let C(S x T^\OK) be the p-adic
Banach space of all continuous function on S x Zf with the uniform norm
|| (f> ||= Sup|^(5,z)|p. We let Z^ act on C(S x Z^;0j<) by ((f>\z)(s,x) =
(j){s^zx). Then, we have a continuous morphism of (^[[Z^-modules
6 : ~M(N', OK) -^ C(S x Z^; OK). Consider the tower of modular curves :
-^ X^W) -> XiW-1) ^ ... ^ Xi(AT). Then the set of all unramified
cusps over 5' forms a homogeneous space under the action of Z^C Z^)\
namely, we have a natural isomorphism :
{unramified cusps of X^Np")} = (Z/prZ)x x S.
Roughly speaking, the set of all cusps on the irreducible component of the
reduction of Xi(lVjf) mod p corresponding to the valuation : / ^ \f\p of
the modular function field (^(X^TVjf)) is exactly the image of the set of
unramified cusps on ^(TVy). Thus the above map 6 is nothing but the
evaluation ofp-adic modular forms at these cusps, and naturally, we have
the following result :
THEOREM 2.2. — Suppose that C^ € K. Then, we have a natural
exact sequence ofOK[[Z^]}-modules :
0 -^ 5(lv; OK) -^ AT(7v; OK) ^ C(S x Z^; OK) -^ 0.

Moreover, the action ofe on C(S x Z^',OK) induced by the above exact
sequence is the identity action; namely, we have that
M(N',OKm-e)c~S(N^OK).
Proof. — Since M(N', OK) = M(N', Zp[Qv]) 0Zp[c^] OK and C(S x
VP\OK) = C(S x Z^;Zp[C^]) 0Zp[CN] CK, we may suppose that OK =
Zp[C^]. Let F = OK/POK, which is a finite field and OK is isomorphic to
the ring of Witt vectors W of F. Thus, we write W for OK' We also write
for any torsion W-module A
M(T(N), A) = M(r(N)', W) <S)w A, S(N; A) = 5W W) (^w A
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and M(N; A) = M(N; W) <Sw A. Put S ' = SL-t(Z/N7,)/U, and define, in
exactly the same manner as 6, the map
6': M(T(N); W) -^ C(S' x Z;; W).
We let SI^(Z/NZ) acts on C(S' x Z^,W) by ^)(s,z) = ^(73,2). Then
S' is equivariant under SL^(Z/NZ). Note that
M^N^Wf =J4(N;W),C(S' x Z^,W)17 = G(5 x Z^TV).
As the order of (7 is prime to p, we have H1^, Kei(6')) = 0, and therefore
the surjectivity of 6 follows from that of 6'. We have that
M(r(N);W) =)mM(T(N);Wr),
r

where Wr = W/jfW and M(T(N); Wr) = M(r(N); W) <S>w Wr. Similarly,
C(S' x Z^; W) = ]imC(S' x Z^; Wr). If the induced map
r

^ : .MOW, IV,) -^ C{S1 x Z^;^)
is surjective for every r, then the image of 6' is dense and compact, and
hence 6' is surjective (as a Banach space under the norm | \p,~M(T(N), W)
is compact). The surjectivity of ^ follows from that of 6[ by Nakayama's
lemma. (The finiteness assumption over Wr is not necessary for applying
Nakayama's lemma, since the maximal ideal of Wr is nilpotent [2,11.3.2]).
Write
V^n = MCT(N), F)^ for TH = 1 + j^Zp.
Note that we have natural isomorphisms :
C(S' x Z;; F) ^ (7(5' x Zp; W) 0iv F
and c(5' x Z^F)^ ^ ^(^ x (Z/^Z)^).
Thus ^ induces <5^ : V^n -> €7(5' x (Z/^Z)^). Since ^(S" x Z^;F) =
^^(^ x (Z/^Z)^) and M(r(JV);F) = li^n, the surjectivity of
n

n

6[ follows from that of 6[ ^ for each n. We are now reduced to prove that
^,n : ^n ~4 ^(^ x (z/PnZ) ^F) is surjective. For a while, we suppose
that N >_ 3. Then the ring V^n tor n > 1 coincides with that defined by
Katz in [19, 1.4] under the same symbol. Put R = V^o = .A^r^.F)2^
and 5i = Spec(fi), T^n = Spec(Vi,J. Then R is a Dedekind domain
and Ti^ is a Galois (etale) covering of 5i with group (Z/p n Z) x . The
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evaluation : R 3 / ^ a(0,/|7) for each s = 7(7 gives distinct F-valued
points of 5'i for each 5 € 5". We identify 5" with the set of these points.
By [19, (1.2.1)], each point of 5" is decomposed completely in 7i^, and the
set of all points of T^n over each s € 5" is isomorphic to (Z/j^Z)^ and
the Galois group Gal(ri,n/Si) ^ (Z/pnZ)x acts on this set via the natural
permutation [19, (1.2.3)]. Therefore, the set of points of T^n over 5" is
isomorphic to 5' x (Z/j^Z)^ By the g-expansion principle, q1^ gives the
local parameter of each point of Ti^ over S". Thus the map 6[ ^ : V^n ^
C(S' x (Z/pnZ)x','F) coincides with the evaluation of functions in V\ n at
the points of T^n over 5". Since Ti,n is etale irreducible over 5i, V^n is a
Dedekind domain. Thus the approximation theorem of Dedekind domains
([2, VII.2.4]) affirms the surjectivity of 6[^. This shows the surjectivity
of 6 when N > 3. Even when N = 1 or 2, under the assumption that
p >. 5, we can recover the surjectivity of 6[ ^ by the technique as in [19, §
4] (see also a remark in [13] after Th. 1.1 there). Thus hereafter, we shall
not suppose that N > 3 and prove the triviality of the action of e on
C(S x Z^tV). Ifp^jE 1 mod N, then T^) commutes with the action
of SL^Z/NZ) on M(N',W). In fact, it is known (cf. [27, chap. 3]) that
rl(NP)

(S J?1) rlwp)

=

U

^(^A^, where /3nN € M^Z)

u mod p"^

is such that det(/3^) = P771 and /3y,N =
1

(Q
1

iiN'\

m ) mod Np^^. For any

7 € r^j^)^/?^^" satisfies the same condition as above, and thus,
T^) commutes with ^ e SL^Z/NZ) on Mk(Ti(Np)',K) for all fc. This
shows the commutativity on ~M(N',W). Thus, for any 7 e SL^(Z/NZ),
a^f^p^) = ^nj^r^)) = a^p771,/!^ ;

especially, a^Jir^^) = a(0,/|7). Thus e acts on C(S x Z^,W)
trivially. Now we shall show the exactitude of the sequence at ~M(N',W).
From the triviality of the action of e on C(S x Z^; TV), we conclude that
(i) the sequence :
0 -. Ker(6)\e^M(N', W)\e-^C(S x Z;; W) ^ 0
is exact, and (ii) Ker(<?)|(l - e) = M(N',W)\(1 - e). By our argument which proves the surjectivity of 5, the following sequence is also
exact : 0 ^ ((Ke^(^)|e)0wF)^^(M(lV;F)|e)^-^(7(5;F) -^ 0. Note
p+i
that (A^F)!^ ^ (E)GM,(ri(AO;F)|e) ([13, Th. 4.2]), where
fc=3
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A^(ri(7\0;F) = Mk{T,(NW 0iy F. Thus, if / € (A^W is
P+I
in the kernel of 6, f is an element of fl^5'A;(ri(./V);F) and hence is a
fc=:3

cusp form. Thus ((Ker(<5)|e) ^w F)1' C (S^N^^ef. The other inclusion
{S{N\V}\ef C ((Ker(<?)|e) 0^ F)1^ is obvious and thus
W; F)|e)^ = ((Ker(^)le) ^w F)^

(*)

Let X be the Pontryagin dual module of (Ker(^)|e) <^w K/W, and write
r for dimFC.WF^e)1'. Since 5'(^; K/W)\e ^ (Ker(<?)|e) 0H. K/W, we
have a natural surjection : X -^ h°(N', W) by [13, Th. 2.2]. By (*), we have
a surjection : A^ —> X. Note that h°(N',W) is A^-free of rank r. Thus
X c^ h°(7V; W) and by duality we have
S(N-, K/W)\e = (Ker(5)|e) 0^ X/TV.
This implies that 'S°(N', W) = Ker(<?)|e. Thus what we have to show is that
S(Np-,W)\(l - TW) is dense in M(Np',W)\(l - T^)).
Take / € M(Np',W)\(l - T^)). Then for any 7 € Fo(p), a(0,/|7) = 0.
In fact, if 5 = 7(00) € P^Q), then we can choose 7' e ro^) such that
7'(oo) and s are ro(lVp)-equivalent. Thus we may suppose that 7 € FoO^).
Then as already seen, ^7 o T^) = ^IT^) o 7 for any ^ € M{Np', W),
and therefore, we have that
a(0,^|7) = a(0,^|7^(pm)) = ^O.^IT^)^.

Thus, if / = ^|(1 - T^)), then a(0,/|7) = 0. To construct a series of
cusp forms convergent to /, we use an argument of Serre [26, § 3]. Let
r = ^(jp — 1) and put

^ = i - — E E dr'1 ^e WSL^ zp)
2r °° /

\

Br n=l \0<d|n

/

and
Gr=Er- P^rM € MrCr^ Z^).

Then Gr = 1 mod p714-1 and a(0,Gr|7) = 0 for all 7 € FoCp) ( °^ ^\
To(p). Note that To{p) ( ^ ~^To(p) = 5I/2(Z) - ro(p). Then we see
easily that lim Grf = / and Grf € S(Np', W). This finishes the proof.
r—»-oo
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For each positive integer M, we denote by ZM the identity Dirichlet
character modulo M ; thus
, . fl
^-{o

if
if

(n,M)=l,
(n;MJ>l:

COROLLARY 2.3. — For any character \ modulo pT', we have that
~M(N',OK)\X C ~S(N;OK) and d(M(N',OK)) C S(N^OK) tor d = q^
dq
Especially, one has that
M(N^OK)\ZpCS(N',OK).
Proof. — One sees easily from definition that e o d = 0 (e.g. [11,
(6.12)]) and T(p) o ^ = 0. This shows that result by Theorem 2.2.
PROPOSITION 2.4. — Let \: (Z/p r Z) x -^ 0^ be a character. Then we
have that e(f(g\x)) = x(~l)eQK/|x)) and e(fdg) = -e(gdf) for d = q—
Proof. — The second assertion follows from the fact that e o d = 0
and d(fg) = fdg + gdf. For any n > 0, we see that
a^J^X^

E xMi,f)a(j,g)
i+j^np1'

=x(-i) E xM^fW.g) O's-imod^)
^4-J=npr

=x(~l)a(np r ^(/|x)).
Thus we know that
((/(^|X)) - x(-l)Wlx)))|e = ((/(^Ix)) - ^-l)^/!^))^^) = 0.

3. A generalization of p-adic measure theory.
Let X be a product of a finite set and several copies of Zp. We call this
type of topological space a j>-adic space. Let C(X;OK) be the (compact)
p-adic Banach space of all continuous functions : X —^ OK with the norm :
|| <t> ||= Sup|^)|p. Put
x€X

Meas(X; OK) = Hom<^ (<7(X; OK\ OK\
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We may define a norm on Meas(X; OK) by

|M|= Sup |^)|p (^eC'(x;c^)).
IHI=i
Then Meas(X; OK) becomes a compact j>-adic Banach space, and C(X\ OK)
^ Homo^(Meas(X;Oj<),0K) naturally, if X is a p-adic group,
Meas(X;(9j<) becomes a Banach algebra under the convolution product.
Let us fix a topological generator z(u) ofF with u in Zp and identify KK with
Oj<[[X]] by the correspondence : %(u) ^ 1+X. Then, it is well known that if
/A is an element of Meas(F; Oj<), there exists an element F of \K = OjclW]
such that / x^p, = F(u8 - 1) for all s € Zp. The map /A ^ F is an iso*/r
morphism of Banach spaces between Meas(r;0j<) and Aj< (e.g. [21, Chap
4]).

We identify X(I, OK) = Hom^ _aig(2, OK) with a subset of Spec(Z)
by P i-^ Ker(P); so, P e ^(Z;0^) can be considered as an 0^-algebra
homomorphism as well as a prime ideal of Z. Then P e X{\K\OK)
is a prime ideal of height 1 and hence is principal, because A.K is a
unique factorization domain. Thus we can find a generator F of P. By
the Weierstrass preparation theorem (e.g. [21, Chap. 5 Th. 2.2]), we can
find a distinguished polynomial $(X) € OK\X} such that ? = = ( $ ) = (F).
Since P is prime, $ must be irreducible and OK[X]/(^) ^ OK' Thus $ is
of the form : X - x with x € OK and |:c|p < 1.
Let X(KK\ OK) be the set of all (9j<-valued points ofSpec(Aj<). Then,
we have the isomorphism :

^(^OK)^{xeOK\\x\p<i}.
Therefore, to give a measure on F amounts to give an algebraic function on
X{KK\OK) induced by its structure sheaf AK. Let /Vaig(AK;Ox) be the
subset of all points in X{\K\ OK) of the form Pk,e of weight k > 0 and of
finite order character e : Y —> 0^.
Let CK denote the quotient field of Aj<, and let /C be a finite extension
of CK- Let Z be the integral closure of AK in /C. We say that an ideal P
of I is a prime divisor if P is a prime ideal of height 1. An ideal a of Z
is called a divisor if a is an intersection of OP6^ of finitely many prime
P
divisors. For the general theory of divisors, we refer to [2, Chap. 7].
Lemma 3.1. — Let M/IC is a finite extension and J be the integral
closure of I in M. Then J is I-reQexive; in particular, J is AK-free of finite
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rank. Moreover, if there is a prime divisor PofT such that Z/PZ ^ OK
and J I P J is Zj<-flat, then J is free of Unite rank over I.
Proof. — Put J = 0 Jp^ where the intersection is taken in the field,
p
M., P runs over all prime divisors of AK and Jp is the localization of J
at P. Then J is reflexive and finite over Z. Since J is integrally closed,
we know that J = J . Any reflexive Aj<-module of finite type is free, since
AK is regular of dimension 2. Let P be the prime divisor of I as in the
last assertion. By assumption, J I P J is flat over OK ^ I / P I ^ and thus
we can find a basis ^i,... ,Xr of J I P J over OK' Let x^,...,Xr € J be
elements such that Xi mod PJ = Xi. By Nakayama's lemma, we have a
surjective morphism of Z-modules (p : Z1' —^ J given by (ai,...,ar) —>•
o,\x\ 4-... + Or^r- From the first assertion, we know that J is free of the
same rank as Z7' over AK- Thus (p must be an isomorphism.
We shall suppose that
(3.1a)

the algebraic closure ofQp inside JC coincides with K.

If (3.1a) is satisfied, we say that K is defined over K. We put
X(I, OK) = Homc^-aigCZ. OK)
^ig(I; OK) = {P € ^(Z; OK)\P\^ € <WAj<; 0^)}.
For each P € ^aig^; OA:), we can write P\\^ = Pk,e tor an integer fc > 0
and a finite order character e : F -> 0^. We write fc = fc(P) and e = £p,
and we define an integer r(P) > 1 by Ker(£p) = IV(P) =14- j^^Zp.
LEMMA 3.2. — For a given integer n, tie number of extensions ofK
of degree n inside Qp is finite.
The proof is easy and is left to the reader.
Write d(Z)(= d{1C)) for the rank of Z over Ajc. If we take the
composite M of all extensions of K of degree d(Z)! and if we write
J = Z 0<^ OM = ^ 0Ajc A ^, then any point P € <Y(A^;OK) is an
image of at least one point of X{J',OM)' Thus, by extending scalars, we
may assume that
(3.1b) ^aig(2"; OK) is Zariski dense (i.e. has infinitely many points) in the
space of Qp- valued points of Spec(Z).
Terminology. — Let Meas(X; OK)^OK^ be the profinite completion
of Meas(X; OK) ^OK z- An element of Meas(X; OK)®OK T wil1 be called
a generalized measure on X x X(I'y OK)'
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When Z = A^, the space Meas(X;Oj<)(8)o^Aj< can be naturally
identified with the measure space Meas(X x r;0^-). We may define a padic norm on I by || (p ||==|| Afjc/CK^) ||, where A/^/rjc : I -^ Aj< is the
norm map. Then I becomes an Oj<-Banach algebra under this norm. As a
linear topological space, I is isomorphic to A^ for d = d(I), and thus as a
linear topological space, Meas(X; Oj<)0o^2 ^ Meas(X x F; OK^'
Let $ be a generalized measure on X x X{I\ Oj<). Let P € ^(1; OK)
and Ap : I —> Oj< be the corresponding 0^-algebra homomorphism. Then
we have an induced continuous morphism :
id 0 \p : Meas(X; OK^O^ -^ Meas(X; OK)
(^Meas(X;0^)0^Z/PJ).
We shall write $p e Meas(X; OK) for the image of $ under id.0Ap.
LEMMA 3.3. — Let X be a subset of X{I\ Oj<), and suppose that X
is Zariski dense in the space of all Qp-valued points ofSpec(I). Tien $ is
uniquely determined by its values <l>p at P € X,
Proof. — For each (j> e (7(X; Oj<), ^ : Meas(X; OK) -^ OK defined
by ip -^ (p((f>) ((p e Meas(X; OK)) gives a continuous linear form. Then
(f> 0 id : Meas(X; OK^OK^ -^ 2' is a continuous morphism. Note that
\p((f) 0 id($)) = (f> 0 Ap($) = / <^d$p.
^x
Thus 0 0 id($) € I is determined by its values on Af, since X is Zariski
dense. The lemma is obviously true when I = Aj<. If we fix an isomorphism : I ^ A^, then it induces an isomorphism : Meas(X; OK)^OK^ ^
Meas(X x F; Ox)^^. We consider the commutative diagram :
< ^ 0 i d : Meas(X',OK)&OK1 -^ ^

Ml

Mea^Xxr;^^

Ml

-^ A^.

In the lower line, it is obvious that if (j> (g) id($) = (f> 0 id($') for all
(j) C C(X'y OK)^ then $ = ^'. This shows the lemma.
We may extend our theory by replacing Z by Z0o^J\ where J is
the integral closure of Aj< in another extension M/CK satisfying (3.1a,b).
In this case, Lemma 3.3 can be stated as follows :
Let X and X1 be Zariski dense subsets ofX{I\ OK) and X{J : OK)
respectively. Then $ e Meas(X;0^)0o^:Z"<g)e^,7 is uniquely determined
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by its values 4>p,Q at (P, Q) e X x X1, where
$P,Q == id 0 Ap 0 AQ (<!>).
We leave the proof of this generalized version to the reader.

4. Modules of congruences.
In this section, we shall generalize the theory developed in [13, § 3]
and [14, § 1 and 10] for modules of congruences over KK to those over an
arbitrary normal finite extension J of AK' Let 1C be a finite extension over
CK and T be the integral closure of AK in /C. We shall suppose that K is
sufficiently large so that
(4. la)

/C is defined over K;

(4.1b)

-YalgC^; OK) is Zariski dense in Spec(I)(Qp).

Let N be a positive integer prime to p, and we shall consider the ordinary
part h°(7V; OK) of the Hecke algebra defined in § 1 and 2. We shall consider
a base change over AK to I; namely, we shall deal with the I-algebra :
h°(AT; OK)^AK^^ which is canonically isomorphic to h°(N', Zp)0A^» where
A=AQ,.
Let A : }I°(N,OK) 0Ajc I —> I be aji Z-algebra homomorphism.
The OK [[-^Nil-algebra structure on h°(^;0^) induces a homomorphism
of groups from the subgroup (Z/NpZ)x of ZN into the unit group of
h°(N^ OK)' This combined with A gives a character ^ : (Z/NpZ)x -> C^,
which we shall call the character of A. It is known that ^ is even, i.e.
^(~1) = 1 [14, Cor. 1.6]. By definition for each P € -Yaig(I;Oj<), we have
I / P I ^ OK' For P € <Vaig(2; Oj<)» we consider the reduction of A mod P :
Ap : h°(7v; OK) 0A^ W^) -^ 2/^ ^ OK.

If the weight k(P) of P is greater than or equal to 2 and if the character
ep of P has conductor p^^, we have by Th. 2.1,
h°(^;0j<) ^A. (WO ^ h^p)(^(p),^p;^),
whence an O^-algebra homomorphism denoted by the same symbol :
Ap : hjb(p) ($,.(?), £p;0;<) -^ 0^.

By the duality theorem (Prop. 1.2), we can find a unique normalized
eigenform fp € 5fc(p)(^o(Npr(p)),£p^a;-fc(p)) such that /p|T(n) =
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\p(T(n))fp for all n > 0. This form will be called the ordinary form
belonging to A at P € ^aigCZ"; OK)' We say that 1C is a splitting field of
h°(JV;Oj<) if for any minimal prime ideal p of h°(N',OK)^°(N',OK)/f
can be embedded isomorphicaily into 1C as A^-algebras.
The following fact is known :
THEOREM 4.1. — Let \ : h°(N',OK) ^\K I -^ ^ be an I-algebra
homomorphism. Then the following two statements are equivalent :
(i) there exists P € ^aig(I; OK) with k(P) > 2 such that fp is primitive
of conductor Np^^;
(ii) fp is primitive for every P with k(P) > 2 such that the p-part of
ep^uj'^^ is non-trivial.
Moreover, suppose that the above equivalent conditions are satisfied
by A, and let P € ^aig^; OK) be a point such that the p-part ofep^"^
is trivial. Then either fp is primitive and k(P) = 2 or there exists a
primitive form f in S^p^T^N),^"^^) such that |a(p,/)|p = 1 and
fp = f — Otf\\p], where a is the non-unit p-adic root of the equation :
X2 - a(p,f)X 4- (^-^^(p)^^"1 = 0 for the primitive character
(^Ct/^o associated with ^a;"^. Conversely, suppose that 1C is a splitting field
ofh°(AT; OK)' Then iff € 5^($r,^; OK) is primitive or is associated with
a primitive form in 5fc(ri(JV); OK) in the above manner, then f belongs to
a unique homomorphism : h°(JV; OK) ^Ajc ^ ~^T satisfying (i) and (ii).
When A satisfies one of the equivalent conditions (i) and (ii), we say
that A is primitive.
Proof. — Since A induces a Aj<-algebra homomorphism
\:h°(N^OK)-^I
and we have, A : h°(N;(9j<) (g)A^ CK -^ 1C, we may suppose that 1C is a
surjective image of A. Then fp belongs to A in the sense of [14, (1.11)] and
the theorem follows from [14, Cor. 1.3].
Suppose that A is primitive. For each P € ^aig(^; OK ) with k(P) > 2,
we have by Th. 4.1 a J^-algebra decomposition :
(4.2)

hfc($,(p),£p;JQ = Kp C Ap.Kp ^ K

such that the first projection is induced by Ap. Let h(Kp) and h(Ap) be
the projections of hfc($y.(P)^p;Oj<) in Kp and Ap, respectively. We shall
define the module of congruences for fp (or Ap) by
C(fp) = G(Ap) = (h(Kp) eh(Ap))/hfc($,(p),^p;0^).
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The above proof of Th. 4.1 combined with [13, Cor. 3.3] and [14, Cor. 1.4]
shows
THEOREM 4.2. — Let X : h°(N,OK) ®AK ^ ^ ^ be a primitive
homomorphism of I-algebras. Then X induces a decomposition of /Calgebras :
^°(N',OK)^IC^IC(BA
such that the projection ofh°(N', OK) <8)Ajc I into the first factor coincides
with A. Moreover, let h(/C) and h(A) be the images ofh°(N, OK) 0Ajc z ^
/C and A, respectively. Then, the diagonal inclusion : h°(N, OK) 0Ajc I ^
h(/C) © h(A) induces an isomorphism for each P e X^{I\OK) with
kp^2:
h°(^; OK) ^ IP ^ h(^)p C h(A)p,
where tie subscript "P" indicates the localization at P. ID particular,
h(^p) ^ h(/C)/Ph(/C) and Ap == h(^)p/Ph(A)p.
With the same notation and assumption as in the theorem, put
(4.3a)

h(A)=Hh(A)p,
P

where the intersection is taken in A and where P runs over all prime divisors
ofZ,
(4.3b)

Co(A;I) = (h(/C) C h(A))/(h°(N^ OK) ^ I),
C(A;Z) = (h(/C) C h(A))/(h°(^; 0^) ^ I),

(4.3c)

A^(A;Z) = h(A)/h(A) ^ C(A;T)/Co(A;Z).

Then we have the following result (for the definition of the pseudo-nullity,
see [2, VII]) :
THEOREM 4.3. — Let M be a unite extension of 1C and J be the
integral closure of I in M. Suppose A to be primitive, and Jet
A 0 id : h°(7\r; OK) 0A^ J(= h°(N : OK) ^ ^®iJ)-> J.
Then we have the following assertions :

(4.4a) .A/s(A;T) is a pseudo-null I-module;
(4.4b) Co(A 0 id; J ) = Co(A;T) 0j J;
(4.4c) Co (A; I) ^ I / a with a non-zero divisor a of I.
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Proof. — The assertion (4.4a,b) is obvious from the definition. For
simplicity, we shall write L = h°(JV;Oj<') ®Ajc z- For (4iAC)^ w® have by
definition that L + h(/C) = h(/C) (g) h(.4) and thus
Co(A; I) = £ + h(/C)/L ^ h(/C)/£ n h(/C).

Note that I ^ h(IC) canonically and a = L n h(/C) = L n 1C is reflexive (cf.
[2, VII.4 Prop. 6]). Thus a is a non-zero divisor.
THEOREM 4.4. — Let Rbe a local ring ofh°(N; OK) through which
\ factors. Then the following two conditions are equivalent :
(4.5a) R ^ HomA^ (R, Aj<) as R-modules;
(4.5b) R 0Ajc z ^ Homj(fi 0Ajc 1,1) as R 0Ajc I-modules.
Moreover, if we suppose one of the above equivalent conditions and that \
is primitive, then we have
(4.6a) ^(A;Z) = 0 and Co(A;Z) = C(A;Z);
(4.6b) Co(A;Z) ^ I/HI for a non-zero element H of I;
(4.6c) For each P e .Vaig(Z; Oj<) witA fc(P) > 2, we have
Co(A;Z) Oz 2/PZ ^ C'(/p) canonically.
Proof. — Note that as -R 0Aj<- 2-module,

Homj(fi0Ajc l^r} ^ HomA^(fi,Homz(Z,T)) = HomA^(fi,I).
Since the Aj<-module I is free of finite rank, we see that
HomA^ (A, I ) ^ HomA^ (fi, A^) 0A^ z.
Thus the implication (4.5a) =>- (4.5b) is obvious; so, we shall suppose (4.5b)
and show (4.5a). Since I is Aj<"free, we have an isomorphism of JZ-modules
for d = d(I)
^ : ^ ^A^ I ^ HomA^ (R ^ Z, I )
^ HomA^ (R, AK) 0AK 2' ^ HomA^ (A, AK^.
We write this isomorphism matricially as (^ij) with homomorphisms of
jR-modules ipij : R —> HomAjc (-R, A^). Let m be the maximal ideal of R. If
^pij(R) C mHomA^(fi?Aj<-) for all i and j, then
^(fi^Cn^HomA^A^).
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This contradicts to the surjectivity of </?. Thus we can find at least one
pair (ij) such that ^ is surjective. Since R is A^-free of finite rank by
Th. 2.1, we conclude that <^ is an isomorphism by comparing the rank
of R and HomA^(fi,Aj<) over Aj<; so, R ^ HomA^(fi,Ajc) as ^-modules
and we have proven the implication (4.5b) => (4.5a). Now, assuming one
of (4.5a,b), we shall prove (4.6a). By Th. 4.2, A induces a decomposition of
/C-algebras; R ^ 1C ^ K: © B. Let A(/C) and R(B) be the image of R in
JC and Z?. Then, by definition, it is plain that
Co(A;Z) = (R(fC) © R(B))/(R ^ I )
and C^Z) = (R(IC) © fi(ff))/(J? ^ I),

where A(6) = F|.R(B)p (the intersection is taken over all prime divisors
P
P of I). We have an exact sequence of R (^^ Z-modules : 0 -^ Ker(A) -^
R ^\K I -* R(IC) ^ 0. Note that R(JC) ^ I. Thus this sequence is split
exact (non-canonically) as that ofZ-modules and thus Ker(A) is Z-free. By
the duality, we have another exact sequence :
0 -^ Homz(J?(/C),Z) -^ Homj(fi0AK ^) -^ Homz(Ker(A),T)'-. 0.

If we identify Homj(fi ^ Z,J) with R 0A^ J by (4.5b), we know that
R(B) ^ Homj(Ker(A),Z) (cf. the proof of [15, Lemma 1.6] or [13, Prop.
3.9]). Thus R(B) is Z-free and hence coincides with R(B). This shows (4.6a).
The assertion (4.6b) follows from [15, Lemma 1.6]. We shall prove (4.6c).
We have an exact sequence :

0 -^ (R 0A^ Z) ^ R{K) © R(B) -^ Co(A;Z) ^ 0.
By Th. 4.2, we know that R (^ ^P = R(IC)p © R(B)p for P e
Aaig(Z;Ojc) with fc(P) > 2. Note that fi ^ I / P I is a local factor of
hfc(P)(^(p),£p;0K) and fi^A^ 2'p/PZp = (R^ I / P I ) ®OK K is a
direct factor of h^p) ($,.(?), £p; AT). This shows that the induced sequence :
R^I/PI^

(R(IC)/PR(K:)) © (R(B)/PR(B)) -. Go(A;Z) ^z I/PZ -. 0
is exact and Ker(a) is finite. Since R (^ I / P I is Oj<-free, a must be
injective. The natural projections : R<S>AK T -^ RW and R(S)AK ^ -> H(B)
induce the natural surjections : R ^ I / P I -> (R(IC)/PR(IC)) and
R 0A/c ^IP^ -^ (R(B)/PR(B)). Since a is the diagonal map of these
surjections, we know from the definition of C(fp) that
C(fp) = Coker(a) ^ Co(A; Z) 0j Z/PZ canonically.
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This finishes the proof.
Here let us add a supplement to the result in [14, § 10]. We shall use
the same notation as in [14, § 10]. We have defined there a transcendental
factor Uoo(k,e) e C x for the set ^(k,e) == {fp such that k(P) = k and
ep == e}. We now define the transcendental factor for each /p. (When
d(I) = 1, the set ^(fc, e) consists of a single element fp and we have nothing
to add to [14, § 10] but there are non-trivial examples with d(I) > 1; cf.
[12, § 4]). Suppose A to be primitive. We shall decompose
(4.7)

hjfc(<l>y., £; K) = K © A as an algebra direct sum

according to \p for P e ^aig^Ox), r = r(P), k = k(P) > 2 and
e = £p. Let A"o be the subfield of Q generated by a(n,/p) for all n > 0.
Then hjb($y.,£:;Ar) = hfc($y.,6:;.Ko) ^^o ^ an(^ Ap induces a morphism of
jKo-algebras : hk(^r^^Ko) —> KQ. Thus we can decompose
(4.8)

hfc(^.,£;^o) = Ko ©Ao and hfc(^,£;C) = C© (Ao 0j<o C)-

Let C be the conductor of fp and put S^) = 5fc($r,^) + S^r^)
as a subspace of the parabolic cohomology group ff^r^C'), Ln(C))
(n = k - 2) (see [14, (10.4)]). Define S(fp) = lKo(S(e)) and 5(A) =
lAo(5(£:)), where lj<o (resp. lAo) is the idempotent of the component
Ko (resp. Ao) of the Hecke algebra (4.8). Let V be the discrete valuation ring KQ n OK-> and write L for the image of H^{Ti(C),Ln(V)) in
H)>(ri((7),L^(C)).Put
(4.9)

L^p = L n 5(/p), 1/p = 7r,(L) H 5(/p),

where Tr^ : H]p(r^(C),Ln(C)) -^ S(e) be the projection as in [14, (10.6)].
Note that S(fp) = L^p 0v C = £p 0v C = C/^ 4- C(/^)^ for
(/^) p (^) = ^(-^), where f% denotes the primitive form in Sk(T^(C))
associated with fp. Let <?i,^2 (resp. 6[,6^) be a basis of £^,P (resp. L6?)
over V, and define X^Y € G f L2(C) by the matricial identity :

(5i,w = a^a^),^,^)^ = {fpAm'
We define
(4.10)

_ i_
lAoo (Ap) = det(XV)2 and

(7oo(Ap) = ^+l^^oo(Ap)/{(A; - l)!^^^-^^^^^^-^)},

where C{fp) = (7 (resp. (7(^0;"^)) is the conductor of /p (resp. e^'^
and y> is the Euler function.
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THEOREM 4.5. — Suppose one of the equivalent conditions (4.5a,b)
and X to be primitive. Suppose also that the p-part of ^ is not equal to
uj2. Let P € ^aigW with fc(P) > 2. Let P(sJ^) be the L^function of
f^p defined in [14, (10.2)] and H e I be a generator of the annihilator of
Co(A;Z). Tien we can find a p-adic unit Up(\p) € Qp such that
(4.11)

ff(P) = P(fc(P), f°p)/U^\pW\p).

For the proof of this fact, see [16]. We will not need this result later in this
paper. Here are several remarks about the theorem :
Remark 4.6. — (i) Under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.5, it is known
(e.g. [10, Th. 5.1]) that
(4.12)

P(fc,^)

2fc

=2

7^fc+l^(fc)-l{^(C)CC7(^a;-fc)^(Cf/C(^a;-fe))}-l < f^f°p >r,(c),

where y is the Euler function, and 6(C) = 2 or 1 according as C > 2 or
not, and k = k(P). By this formula, we know that
WP)J^)/(27r^) fc ( p )+ l ^oo(Ap) is algebraic.
(ii) The Gorenstein condition (4.5a,b) is known to hold in the following cases, where the j>-part of ^ is uj01 with 0 ^ a < p — 1:
A. a = 2 and N = 1 (Mazur [22, Cor. 15.2 and 16.3 of Chap. II]);
B. Let 7r(A) be the Galois representation into GL^(1C) attached to A
defined in [14, Th. 2.1.]. Let m (resp. p) be the maximal ideal ofZ (resp.
OK)- We shall define the residual representation of 7r(A) mod m :
TT(A) : Gal(Q/Q) -^ GL^I/m)

according to Mazur-Wiles [23, § 10] as follows : Choose P € ^aig(^;0j<)
with fc(P) > 2. Then we have Deligne's Galois representation 7r(/p) :
Gal(Q/Q) -> GL^OK) attached to fp (e.g. [14, § 2]), and the residual
representation 7r(A) is the semi-simplification of the composite of 7r(/p)
with the reduction map : GL^(OK) -> GL^OK/P)- Note that 7r(A)
depends only on 7r(A) and is independent of the choice of P € X^(T\ OK)Then the Gorenstein condition (4.5a,b) is satisfied by A if a / I , a / 2 and
7r(A) is irreducible. This is shown by Mazur-Wiles [23, § 10] when N = 1
and is generalized to an arbitrary N by Tilouine [33].
C. a / 1, a / 2 and A is with complex multiplication in the sense of
[14, Prop. 2.3]. This is a special case of Case B but a simple proof can be
found in [15, § 6].
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(iii) Let A be the restriction of A to h°(^V;0^). We may assume
that Z is the smallest, i.e. the integral closure of Aj< in the quotient field
of the image of A. If T == Aj<, then C(A;Z) coincides with the module
of congruences defined in [13, (3.9b)]. However, if d(I) > 1, the module
C(A;Z) and that given in [13, (3.9b)] are generally different. We note here
only the existence of a surjective morphism of Co(A;Z) onto the other. A
detailed study of relations among these modules can be found in [16]. Some
part of this has already been discussed in [12].
(iv) We briefly discuss here the relation between our transcendental
factor (7oo(Ap) and that defined by Deligne in [6, § 7] in the language
of motives. Let g be a primitive form of weight t and of character $.
Let M(Ap) = M(f^) (resp. M(g)) denote the motive attached to the
primitive form f% (resp. g) defined in [6, § 7]. Then M(Ap) is of rank 2
and has coefficient in the field E generated over Q by a(n, /^) for all n.
Let Ad(M(Ap)) be the unique direct factor of rank 3 in M(Ap) 0 M(Ap)'
which is the kernel of the natural morphism :
M(Ap) 0 M(Ap)'-. Z(0) 0z TE = TE(O),

where TE is the integer ring of E and M(Ap)" is the dual of M(Ap).
Then Ad(M(Ap)) can be realized in H^(Y,Fn(E)) 0 ^(Y^F^E)) for
the modular curve Y/Q with Y(C) = Fi(C) \ <Q, where Fn(E) is the
locally constant sheaf defined in [16, § 2]. Thus, as the Deligne's periods
c+(Ad(M(Ap)) = c-(Ad(Ap)), we may take [6, Prop. 7.7]
(4.13) n(P) = [ 6(f) A 0^(7) = (2^^+17^2 < f^ f°p >c, (Jfc = A;(P)),
JY'
where Y' = To(C) \ -Q and 6(f) = (2m)f(z) (\\" dz with ^ Y dz with
\ n

(^ j

\

/

\

/

= ^^ ^-i,..., 1) for n = fc - 2 and Qn is the matrix defined

in [27, (8.2.2)] giving the self duality of Fn{E). Noting that the Deligne's
periods c"1" and c~ are defined only up to scalar factors in Ex, we hereafter
write a^b (or simply, a ~ b) for a, b € C >< if a = b in C^E^ Then we
see from [31, Th. 1] or [6, Prop. 7.7]
(4.14)

c + (Ad(M(Ap)) ~ (T(Ad(M(Ap))
- c^Ap^A^Ap)) - (27^^)-2^(P)•

Similarly to [6, Prop. 7.7], one knows
(4.15)

c^{M(\p) 0 M(g))(£ + m) - (27^^)wm-ln(P)G(0 if k > L
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On the other hand, by extending scalar of M(Ap) to KQ as in (4.8), we
know from the definition of lAoo(Ap) (see also [6, 1.7], [10, Remark 6.4a,b])
that
^oc(Ap)-(27^^)-2"(^)-c+(M(Ap))c-(M(A)).

(4.16)

KQ

E

5. Arithmetic measures and the main results.
Let J be a positive integer prime to p. We shall begin with a definition
of a class of measures with values in M{J\ OK)' Let X be a p-adic space
in the sense of § 3. A measure p, on X with values in M.{J\ OK) is an OK~
linear homomorphism of C{X\ OK) into M{J\ OK)' It ^ 1ssuc!1 a measure,
fi satisfies automatically the inequality : \^{(j>)\p <|| (j> ||= sup|<^(a;)|p (^ €
X

C(X',OK))' For any ring A, let LC{X\A) denote the space of locally
constant functions on X with values in A. When we have an action of
Zj on X, we let z € Zj acts on (j> € C(X\ OK) by (<t>\z)(x) = (j>(z • x). We
write Zp for ^ € Zj = Z^ x (Z/JZ) X the projection of 2; to Z^.
Terminology. — We say that a measure /A : <7(X; Oj<) —> M(J', OK)
is arithmetic if the following three conditions are satisfied :
(5.1a) TAere exists a positive integer i such that for every (f> 6 LC{X\ Q) H
WW

/^)e^(Jp°°;Q).
(This integer ^ will be called the weight of p).
(5.1b) There are a continuous action : Zj x X —> X and a finite order
character $ : Zj -^ 0^ such that p,((t>)\z = z^{z)^{(j)\z) for every
(j> € C7(X; OK), where t is the weight of/A.
(5.1c) There exists a continuous function v : X —> OK such that (y\z){x) =
z^u(x) for z € Zj and for each 0 < r € Z,
^(/A^))^^)

ford^-^-.
dg

We say a measure ^ : C'(X; 0^) —» .M(J; Oj<) cuspidal if /A has values in
5(J;0^).
After stating the main result, we shall discuss several examples of
arithmetic measures : Let 1C be a finite extension of CK (the quotient field
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of Aj<), and let Z be the integral closure of AK in /C. We shall suppose that
(5.2) 1C is defined over K (cf. (3.1a)).
Replacing A" by a finite extension if necessary, we may assume this
condition without losing much generality. We fix throughout this section
a primitive homomorphism Z-algebra A : h°(JV;Oj<) 0Ajc I —> I with
character ^ : (Z/NpZ)x —»• 0^. We write ^p (resp. ^ / ) for the restriction of
^ to (Z/pZ)x (resp. (Z/NZ)^ and ^p for ep^pU^ for each P € ^aigW
of weight A. For P € ^aig(Z) with weight k > 2, let fp € S^^Np^, ^p^)
be the ordinary form belonging to A at P. Let /^ denote the primitive
form associated with /p, and we write Np^^ for the conductor of f^p.
By Theorem 4.1, if ^p is non-trivial, then fp = f^p and r(P) = ro(P). If
^p is trivial and Jk(P) > 2, then /p ^ /^ and r(P) = 1 but ro(P) = 0.
When ^p is trivial and k(P) = 2, both the cases occur, and we then have
that ro(P) = 1 or 0 according as / = f^p or not (the special case when
7-0 (P) = 1 with trivial ^p corresponds to the case where the automorphic
representation of f^p is special at p; otherwise, it is always principal at p).
For each normalized eigenform / of conductor C and of weight fc, taking the
primitive form /o associated with /, we shall define a root number W(f)

by
fo\k(^ "^^(A/,?.
This number W{f) gives the constant term of the functional equation of
L(5j)=^a(njo)n-5
71=1

and also appears in the constant term of the functional equation of the
(primitive) Rankin product D(s,f,g) (e.g. [11, § 9]). Thus W(f) can
be canonically factorized into a product of local factors. Let Wp(f) be
the p-factor of W(f) and write W(f) = W^/)^/). The explicit form
of Wp(fp) can be given in the language of Jacquet-Langlands theory
of automorphic representations (cf. [17]). To explain this, let TT be an
automorphic representation of Gl^A) for i = 1 or 2, where A denotes
the ring of adeles of Q. (When i = 1, TT is nothing but a Hecke character
of the idele group A^. We factorize TT into the tensor product of local
representations (5) TTq over all the places q of Q. Let e denote the standard
q

additive character of A/Q (which coincides with the character : x i-^
exp(—27Tta:) on the infinite part R of A). Then the constant term c(^r,e)
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of the functional equation can be factorized as £(7r,e) = TT^C^g^^) (eq =
Q
elqj. Let C'(7r) == JJC'(TTg) be the conductor ofpr (see Weil [34, VII] when
Q

i = 1, and Casselman [4] when i = 2). The conductor C{^q} is a power
of the prime q. When i = 1, the restriction of TTg to Z^ and that of TT
to V' = TTZg? are induced by a primitive Dirichlet character modulo
q

C(7Tq) and C(7r), respectively. Using the same symbol TT and TTq for the
corresponding Dirichlet characters, we define the Gauss sum by
(7(71-)==

^

7r(u)exp(2mu/CW)

u mod C'(-Tr)

and G(7Tq) =

V^

'Kq(u)exp(2mu|C{fKq}).

u mod C(7Tq)

Then it is well known (e.g. [34, VII. 7]) that
(5.3) If i == 1, then
^ ^ - [ ^(<"(^))Gf(^)/l^(C'(^))G(^)l ^ ^p) > 1^p.ep)-^l
ifC(7Tp)=l.
Now we consider the case of i = 2 and suppose that TT is the automorphic
representation attached to /o- Then we have that

=
and w
6
ww = n^^^w)
^p^p)
'^
=
n^^
9
g^p ^

It is known (e.g. [4, Remark, p. 306] or [5, § 4, 5, and 6]) that
(5.4a) W'(f) = W(f) ifC = C'(/) is prime to p,
(5.4b) \W'{f)\p = 1; i.e., W\f) is a p-adic unit in Qp.
(5.4c) Write C = CpC' for a p-power (7p and (7' prime to p. Then

wV|x)=x(c'W.f)
for eacA Diricblet character \ modulo a power of p.
When TTp is super cuspidal, the nature of Wp(f) is purely non-abelian,
and thus one cannot express it by the Gauss sums. However, when TT? is not
super cuspidal, Wp(f) has an expression in terms of the Gauss sums, and
we shall give here its explicit form. Since we have greater interest in the case
where / = fp\\ for a point P € ^aigW and since in this case, TTp is either
principal or special, we do not lose much generality by this restriction. We
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thus assume that Tip is either a principal series representation 7r(a, a') or a
special representation (r(a,oi!) for quasi characters a, a' of C^. Then one
knows from [7, Remark 4.25 and Th. 6.15] that
(5.5a)

(

e(a, ep)e(af, e?)

Wp(f)=

-a{p)l\a(p)\

if either TT? = o-(a, a') with ramified a
orTr^TrCa.a'),
if TTp == a(a, a') with unrami&ed a.

We say that / is p-minimal, if / has a minimal conductor in the class of
twists f\\ by characters \ modulo powers of p (i.e., C{f\\) >: C'(/) for all
finite order characters x ' Z^ -^ Q"). If TTp is not super cuspidal, then / is
p-minimal if and only if either a(p, /o) ^ 0 or p J(C(f). In this case, TTp =
a(a,a') or TTp = ^(0,0'), and a is unramified [14, Lemma 10.1]. Suppose
hereafter that Tip is not super cuspidal and / is p-minimal. Let $ be the
character of /o. It TTp = 7r(a, a'), then we may assume that a is unramified
and thus a(p) is one of the non-zero root of the quadratic polynomial •
X2 - a(p^)X 4- ^W-^aa^p) = ^(p)^-1^ = $|(z/c-z)x),G(a) = 1
and a' = $p on Z^. If TT? = (T(Q, a 7 ), then ^ is trivial and a(p) == a(p, /o).
Thus we have by (5.5a)
(5.5b)
f1
ifC'p=l,
Wp(f) = { -a(p, /o)/P^-2)/2
if TT, = <r(a, a'),
[ (^'(P)a(p, /o)^-^2)^^^) if Cp =pr

with r > 0 and TTp = ^(o;,^).
If we take the convention that G($p) = 1 when $p is trivial, and also if we
take the convention that ^t(p)a(p,fo)p-k/2)o = 1, the first case of (5.5b)
can be considered as a special case of the last formula in (5.5b). Let $ be
a Dirichlet character of conductor p7, and write the conductor of ^i as
p1 . Then, similarly as above, we have, if 7 > 0(7' > 0),
(5.5c) Wp(f\x) =
[ (^(^)/Pfc/2)7(^(p(p)a(p)/^/2)^G(^)G($^)
{G^WP--

if TTp = 7r(a, a')
if^^^

When TTp = 7i-(a, a'), we can also write
W,(f\x) = (Pfc-l)/2/a(p)r(p(fc-l)/2/a(p)r(p))7'p-^^')/2G(^)G(^).
When f=fp for some P G -VaigCZ"), we always have that a(p) = a(p,fp),
and by (5.5b,c), we know the exact form of Wp(fp\^).
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We now define an Euler p-factor of T>(s, f^) as in Th. 4.5 for
P € ^aig(I) :
(5.6) S(P) = 5(Ap)
—1

if ^)p = id and fp = /^,

^(PWPJ^VO^)
/^pM^jpry
^ ^(P)
^(p)
^
/ __ ^(p)^)-^, __ ^(p)^)-2^
^

^n.fD^ 2
a(p,/p)

2

A
/v

^
f^22
a(p,/p)

/

if either ^p is non-trivial or fp •^ f^p.
Note that the condition that ^p = id and fp = f^p is equivalent to saying
that TTp is special and k(P) = 2 (for /==/?). Here we follow the convention
that ^p(p) = 1 if ^p is trivial, and ^p(p) = 0 if ^p is non-trivial. We take
(5.7)

n(P) = Q(Ap) == (2^)^p)+17^2 < /^, ^ >c

in (4.13) as a transcendental factor of the Rankin product for /p, where C
is the conductor of fp. As shown by Shimura [30] [31] (see also § 6 in the
text), we know that if g belongs to .M^(Jp°°; Q), then for integers m with
0 <, m < k - (,,
VjNp(t-^rn,fp,g) .

—————————— is an algebraic number.
(27^^y+2m-ln(P)

We shall choose and fix an element H C I (H / 0) which annihilates the
module of congruence Co(A;Z) defined in (4.3). This is possible because
of (4.4c) in Th. 4.3. When the annihilator ofCo(A;Z) is principal, we shall
choose H € Z so that H generates the annihilator of Co (A; Z). This happens
in the following situations : Let % be the local ring of h°(^V; OK) through
which A factors. The annihilator of Co(A;Z) is principal when one of the
following conditions are satisfied :
(i) n ^ HomA^ (7Z, Aj<) as H-modules (cf. Th. 4.4 (4.6b));
(ii) I is a unique factorization domain; for example, when Z = Aj< (cf.
Th. 4.3).
Thus, only when the annihilator of Co (A; Z) is principal, an intrinsic choice
of H up to unit factors in Z is possible. Let /x : C(X^OK) —> M(J',OK)
be an arithmetic measure. We write £. (resp. $ : Zj —> 0^) for the weight
(resp. the character) of /x as in (5.1a,b). Suppose that
(5.8)

^<f>)\T{p) = 0 for all (/) € G(X; Oj<).
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Under (5.8), /A automatically becomes cuspidal by Th. 2.2. For each finite
order character \: Zj —^ Q , put
LG(X,^;Q) = {<^ e LG(X;Q) | (<^)(:r) = x{z)<j>(x) for all ^ € Z/}.
Now we are ready to state our main result :
THEOREM 5.1. — Lei the notation and the assumption be as above.
Then there exists a unique generalized measure (in the sense of § 3)
<I> ^ $/i,A ^ Meas(X; OK^OK^ witn the following interpolation property :
for each pair (P,m) € ^aigW x Z with 0 <m < k(P) - t and for each
<t> € LC{X^\\ Q), we Aave the following evaluation of the measure $p at
P:
S{P)H(P)-1 [ ^d^p
Jw
= tGW'W^fp)-1^2^^ fp)-0 VJNP(e+m? fp
' ^w ^
(27^^)^+2w-ln(P)

t == ((?,<, m) = [N, JlAr^)/2^/^!^ + m)r(m + 1),
where f3 is a positive integer such that /A(0) e Me(Ti(Jp^)),T0 =
( 7^

n )

an

^ ^5 ^1 ls tne ^east common muJtipie of N and J.

For the validity of the above evaluation formula for P € ^aig(^)» we
of course have to assume that H(P) -f- 0, but by Th. 4.2, we can always
choose H so that H(P) / 0. Since the right-hand side of the formula is
independent of the choice of Jf, the measure <I> divided by H is intrinsically
determined. The uniqueness of the measure ^ follows from Lemma 3.3.
The existence will be proven in § 9. Now we shall give several examples of
arithmetic measures and for each of them, we write again the version of
Theorem 5.1 :
Example a. Theta measures ([11, § 2]). — Let V be a vector space
over Q of even dimension 2/c, and let n : V —^ Q be a positive definite
quadratic form. We shall write S(x,y) = n(x 4- y) — n{x) — n(y) for the
corresponding inner product. Take a lattice I in V so that n(I) C Z, and
write J* for the dual lattice of I and A for the discriminant of J; i.e., we
put

r={a;€y|5(a;,J)cz},A=[r:j],
w = {x e r | n(x) e z}, w = nmiwz
r

and

W ={weW\n(x)€Z^}.
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Let M be the level of J, i.e. the smallest positive integer such that
Mn(J*) c Z, and write M = Jj/ with (J,p) = 1 and 0 <. S € Z. Then as
seen in [11, § 2], we have the theta measure on W whose values belong to
W\OK} defined by
W = E W^
wew

where <^ is in C{W\OK\ Let 77 : V -^ Q be a spherical function of
degree a in the sense of [11, § I], and we denote by the same symbol
the natural extension of r] to a function on W to Qp by continuity. (Since
the spherical function always has values in a finite extension of Q on V,
to define its continuous prolongation 77 on W, we do not have to take the
j^-adic completion of Qp). We suppose that r] has values in OK on W. Then
we shall also consider the measure rf0 defined by
M) = e(r)(f>) = ^ T^W)^) e ^(J; OK).
wew

By definition, the restriction of0to Wx satisfies (5.8) and is thus cuspidal.
The natural action of Z on W via the multiplication of integers extends by
continuity to an action of Zj on W and W x. By the classical transformation
formula of theta series (e.g. [11, Prop. 1.1]), we can verify that 7j0 satisfy
the conditions (5.1a,b) for i = K + a, and the character $ is given by
^rn) = (
v

v l ) A

m

)
/

(m e Z, (m, Jp) = 1)

for the quadratic residue symbol (c-}. The condition (5.1c) is obviously
satisfied by the function n : Wx -> Zp. By the construction of ^l^^, which
will be done in § 9, it is obvious that
/ ^d^ = / ^r^d^.
Jw^
Jw^

Thus, we obtain from Th. 5.1 the following result which is in appearance
a little stronger than Th. 5.1 :
THEOREM 5. la. — Let the notation be as above. Then there exists a
unique generalized measure ^e = $0,A e Meas {W^^O^OK1 wi^ the
following interpolation property : for each quadruple (P, m, v, (f>) consisting
of P C ^\g(I),m € Z withQ<,m < k(P)-K-a and </) € ^(W.^Q),
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we have that
S(P)H(P)-1 [ x rf^d^p
Jw
= t(P, K + a, r^W^fp^G^pr^^W^a^ fp)-^
^ ^jNp(K 4- a + m, fp, e(y^)l^r^)
(27^^)/t+a+2m-ln(P)
wiere /? is a positive integer sucA tAat 0(^) e .A^+aOri^p^)).

Here are some remarks about the theorem, which is a generalization
of [11, Th. 2.1] :
(i) If we write the level M of 0 as M = Jp6 with 5 > 0 and J prime to
p and if (/) factors through W/p^J, then /? as in the theorem can be given
by 6 + 27 (e.g. [11, Prop. 1.1]).
(ii) If K is sufficiently large, any homogeneous polynomial function F of
degree d on V can be written as a finite sum of functions of the form rf^
with d = a + 2r. Thus if k(P) > d + /t, by Th. 5.1a, we can evaluate the
integral :
/ 0Fd$^.
Jlyx

(iii) When dim(V) = 2 (i.e. K = 1), n is essentially a norm form of
an imaginary quadratic field. In this special case, a detailed study of the
measure ^°p for a fixed P with fc(P) = 2 is done by B. Perrin-Riou [25],
which includes with other things a p-adic interpolation of the Hasse-Weil
zeta function of the abelian variety attached to fp ([16, Th. 7.14]) over the
imaginary quadratic field associated with n.
Example b. The measure attached to modular forms ([11, § 8]). —
Fix a p-adic modular form g C M(J; OK)" Then we can define a measure
^:C(Z^OK)^M(J^OK)by
00

f^gW = ^ W^^)^ ^ ^(^; OK) (cf. [11, Prop. 8.1]).
n=0

If g € S{J\ OK), then fig is cuspidal. Even if g may not be in 5(J; OK), its
restriction to Z^ is cuspidal and satisfies (5.8). If we take the linear form
v : Zp —> OK given by i/(w) = w and let Zj act on Zp by z - w = zjw, then
p,g satisfies (5.1c). Further suppose that
g is a classical modular form in M£(To{Jp6), $; Q).
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Then fig satisfies (5.1a,b) for i and ^ : Zj -> 0^ ([11, Prop. 8.1]). Thus we
can specialize Th. 5.1 to the measure fig. Since it is a routine work to derive
the formulation of the general theorem for fig from Th. 5.1, we shall make
explicit the p-adic L-function attached to A and fig in the case where g is a
normalized eigenform in Si(To(Jp6)^)' We consider the Rankin product
(5.9)

0(5,/p,^)=Pc(5,/^o),

where C is the least common multiple of C(g) and C(fp) and where go is
the primitive form associated with g.
Let M(g) (resp. M(Ap)) be the motive associated with go (resp. f^
for P € -^aigCT)- Then the primitive Rankin product D(s,fp,g) is the
L-function attached to the motive M(Ap) 0 M(g) ([6, § 1]). By the recent
solution of the local Langlands conjecture for GL(2), we know that
.D(s,/p,^)=L(s,7TX7r 7 ),

where TT and TT' are the automorphic representations associated with f^p
and go, respectively, and L(5,7r x TT') is the L-function attached to TT x TT'
defined by Jacquet [18]. The Euler factors of L(s,7r x TT') are completely
determined by Gelbart and Jacquet [18] and [8,§ 1]. By their results,
^(5, /p, g) coincides with D(s, /p, g) if there is no finite place q where Ti-g is
super cuspidal and TT^ is equivalent to the contragredient representation of
TTq up to the twists by unramified characters. Let Ep be the set of primes
where V(s,fp,g) and D(s,fp,g) have different Euler factors. Then Ep
is conjectured to be independent of P but this assertion is still an open
question in general. The following facts are known ([16, § 7]) :
(5.10a) If f^p has no supercuspidal prime at least for one P (i.e. Ep = (j>),
then Ep = <^ for all P € AaigW (with k(P) > 2),
(5.10b) Ep is independent of P except for finitely many P in ^aigC^)Thus in the case of (5.10a), we know the identity T>{s,fp,g) === D(s, fp,g)
for all P. Anyway, by this difficulty, we are forced to consider V(s,fp^g}
instead of the primitive D(s^fp^g).
Since fig^ = \fig for each finite order character \ : Z^ -+ Q , we
may assume that g is p-minimal without losing much generality. As seen,
for example, in [14,Lemma 10.1], a primitive form / is p-minimal and is
not super cuspidal at p if and only if either a(p, /) ^ 0 or the conductor of
/ is prime to p. Especially, f^p is p-minimal and is not super cuspidal at p.
Let h be the primitive form associated with g\^p (or equivalently, it is the
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primitive form associated with gp\^ for the restriction $'of$ to ( Z / J Z ) X ) .
We define for / = g, g p , h and f^p the algebraic numbers a(/) and a\f) by
(5.11)

[(1 - aOp-^l - a/(/)p-s)]-l = f; a(p71, y)?-^.
n=0

We assume that a(fp) = a(/^) = a(p,/p), which is a p-adic unit by
definition. We further suppose that g is primitive of conductor Jp6 and
p-minimal. If TTp is not super cuspidal, at least one of a(g) and Q.'{g) is
non-zero. Thus we suppose in this case that a(g) -^ 0 and a(^) = a(g)p.
Define a(h?) and a'(^) by a'(A^) = a'(gY and a(/^)a(^) = ^-^(p)
(we use these symbols only when TTp is not super cuspidal; i.e., a(g) ^ 0).
These numbers a^) and a9^) coincides with the numbers defined by
(5.11) for / = hp except when TT? is special. Now let us define an Euler
p-factor supposing that Ti-p is not super cuspidal : Write the conductors of
\ and ^p\ as p7 and p7 , respectively. Then we put
(5.12a) Ei(s) =
J (a(^^^)y(a(faC(^))7

1 ~ (a(^C(^))

if 7rp is principal or 7 >

°

if 7rp is special and 7 = 0?

(5.12b) ^2(5) =
^ _ X(P)P3"1 ^ ^1 „ ^pXW1 \ .{11 7rp. ls. pnnclpal
DnnciDaloror7 -v> > 0
^ a(^ja(^)A
a(/iX^)J
°
(1 - a(W^))

if

^ is special and 7 = 0?

(5.12c) E,(s) = (1 -^(P)^^)^^)?-5^! - ^xW^a'^p-^
where we have taken the convention that \(p) = \{p) = 0 or 1 according
a s 7 > 0 o r 7 = 0 (this convention also applies to ^px). We further put
E(s)=Ez(s)E^s)E3(s).
The following lemma is due to (a suggestion made by) B. Perrin-Riou :
LEMMA 5.2. — Let the notation be as above. Suppose that g is
primitive of conductor Jp6 and p-minimal. Let \ he a Diricblet character of
conductor?^. We regard \ as a character ofZ^ and extend it to a function
on Zp by putting 0 outside Z^ (thus a{n,g\\) = = 0 i f p divides n even if
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\ is trivial). Let f3 be the smallest exponent so that g\\ € 5^(ro(Jp^),0,
and put
D(£ + m) = j^2"1)/2^, fp)-^JNp(t + m, /p, (<y|x)|^).
TAen we have

(i) Suppose that TT? is not super cuspidal. Then we have
D(t+m) == W\g)G(x)G^x)x{JW+mW+m,fp,g^).

Moreover f3 is given as follows : Let tp denote the trivial character mod p.
Then
f3 =

(

2
5-1-1
7+7'

if\ = ip and 6=0,
_
if 6 > 0 and either \ = ip or \ = $p,
otherwise.

(ii) Suppose that TT? is super cuspidal. Then we have
D{i + m) = ^(^^(^^p^lx)^^2^7^^ /p)-^ + m, /p, ^|;<),
where
/? ==

{

max(5,27)
27
<?

if 5 is even,
if 5 is odd and 27 > 5 + 1,
if 5 is odd and 27 < 6 + 1.

Proof. — (i) Almost by definition (cf. [30, Lemma 1]), we have that if go
is the primitive form associated with g\\^ then
VjNp(s,fp,go) = £3(5)P(5,/p,(^).

Thus we shall express D{t-\-m} by Pjjvp^-hm, /p, p^). By the p-minimality
of (7, if TTp = 7r(a,a') for quasi characters a and a! of Q^, then one of a
and a', say a, is unramified. If Ti-p = (7(0:, a'), then both a and a' are
unramified. Note that 7r(a, a') 0 \ = 7r(a^, o;'^), (T(a, a') 0 ^ = <7(a^, a7^)
and a'l^x = $p. Thus, if both a\ and a'^ are ramified (i.e. 7 > 0,7' > 0),
then g\\ is primitive of conductor JC(\)C(^p\), and thus in this case,
f3 = -y + y and

(^lx)l^ = w(^|x)^|x.
/

Since W^lx) = ^ (^)x(^)^p(p|x) by (5.4c), the desired formula follows
from (5.5c). When either \ = Zp or ^p, then an explicit computation shows
that
(go-~a(p,go)go\[p]
if 6 > 0
g\^ = ^
and either \ = Zp or $p,
2
. 9 - a(p,g)g\\p} 4- ^(pV-^lh ] if 6 = 0 and x = ^p,
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where go is the primitive form associated with g\\. This shows the value of
/3 as in (i). Now, applying r^ to this formula, we have
W\r(3 =

f - a(p,go)p-^W(g\xM - a^g^P'gM
if 6 > 0 and either \ = ip or $ ,

P-^OW^ -^(p)a(p,^|b] +^(p)^+y|b2])
if ^ = 0 and ^ = ip.
We now suppose that S > 0, ^ = Zp and TT? is principal. Then we see that
6 = 7' and
D(^+m) = -p7'^2^7^1^^)-^-^^)^^)

x(l - (^(/^/a^^^^^^+m,/?,^).
Note that
^rn+l-l

(1 - W^)/^))^) = -a^)^)?1-771-^! - -^————).
v
^fpWV

This combined with (5.5c) (or (5.5b)) shows the result. The case where
6 > 0 but either Tip is special or \ = $p can be treated similarly; so, we
next suppose that 6 = 0 and \ = tp. Then 2)(< + m) is equal to
pW^a{f°pr^(p)W(g)
x (1 - $'(p)a(p, ^P1-'-771 + ^(p)a(^)V-'-2w)^Np(^ 4- m, /p, ^).

Since a(^)a(/i^ = ^(p)j/-1 = a(^)a'(^) and f(p)a(p,g) = a(^) +
0(^)5 we know that

(i-f^p^M/^1-^-7714- ^(^(^(/^V-'-2771)
= (1 - aQ^X^-^Xl - ^(/i^a^^p1^-771)
=?(p)pl-'-2ma(^)2^2(^4-m).

This finishes the proof of the assertion (i). The value of f3 as in the second
assertion can be found in Carayol [3, p. 208 (g) and 8.1]. The set of
supercuspidal representations is stable under the twist by quasi characters
of Q^, and hence if TTp is supercuspidal, then g\\ is always primitive. In
this case E^(s) is reduced to 1 and hence the assertion (ii) is obvious from
(5.4c).
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THEOREM 5.1b. — Fix an integer a with 0 < a < p - 1. Let g be a
primitive form of conductor Jp6, of character $ and of weight L Suppose
that g is p-minimal and let TT' = 0^ be the automorphic representation of
(71/2 (A) attached to g. Then there exists a unique element D = Dg in the
quotient Geld OIT^OK^K such that
(i) If H G J annihilates the module of congruence Co(A;Z), then
HDeI^oK^K,
(ii) For each point (P,J?) e ^aigCT x ^alg(A^) such that 0 < k(R) <
^^ - ^ D(P, r) is finite and its value is given by
D(P,R) = tW\fp)-lW\g)G^prlG^)eR^a-k(R\J)S(P)-l
G(eR^a-kW)G(eRU;a-kW^)E(e + k(R))
V(i -h k(R), /p, ^V^)-0)/^?, g, R)
if TTp is not super cuspidal,
Wp^eR^-^^p^W^^W)/2
a(f^Wv{t + k(R), /p, (^VW-0)/^?, p, fi)
if TTp is super cuspidal,

where t = t(P, t, k(R)) as in Th. 5.1, f3(R) is equal to f3 for \ = e^-^
as in Lemma 5.2, and
Wg^R) = (27^^)wfc(/^)-ln(P)G(0 (see 4.15)).

This result follows directly from Lemma 5.2 and Th. 5.1.
Example c. Eisenstein measures. — Fix an integer b > 1 prime to Jp.
Let ^ : C{ZJ\OK) —> OK denote the well known measure corresponding
to the Kubota-Leopoldt p-adic L-function; namely, for each finite order
character \ : Zj -> (^ and for each positive integer m, it satisfies (e.g.
[12, Chap. 4])

/J Z j xw'^ = (i - ^xwm - m,x).
We shall define several measures Eb : C(ZJ\OK} -^ ~M.{J\OK),G^
E : C(ZJ',OK) -> ~S{J\OK) for each m > 1 and £ : C(Zp x Zj;0^) -^
^(J; OK) by the following formulae :
/*
2

/*
^dE^

'Z
Z jT

</

JZj

J Z J

°°
^+^(
t

n=l

'

^
.,

d\n
(d,^)=l

sgn(d)(^(d)-6^(6d)))g»,
/
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E ( E SgnW(d)V,
/
^ l ' ^
(^P)=l
(d,Jp)=l

2 /* Wz)dGm = f; (
</ZJ

n=l

sgn(d)dm-l<|>(n/d))qn

^
d|n
(n/d,Jp)=l

f o r ^ e G(Zj;Oj<), and
2/*

^z)d£==

JZpXZj

f^
^^i
(n,p)=l

(

^

sgn(d)<^(n,d))^

^^
(rf,jp)==i

for^e^ZpXZj;^^).

The measure 2Eb has been employed in [11, § 6] and we have the following
formulae by definition :
(5.13a)

(v I ^dE6)!^ / {(j>{z)-h(j>(hz)\dE,
/
Jzj
Jzj

(5.13b)

GmW\Zp = d^ ( [ z^^dE)
for d = q^
/
^JZj
dq

(5.13c)

/

w^^df == ^ f / N-E) for each 0 < m e Z.

JZpXZj

^JZj

/

The existence £ and E follows from that of Eb (by (5.13a,c)), which is
verified in [11, § 6]. The existence of Gm will be shown in the next section.
Anyway, the existence of all these measures follows from a general result of
Katz [20, VI]. Note that £ and E satisfy (5.8) and hence are cuspidal. We
can verify directly that GmW\e = 0 for all <f> e C(Zj\ OK) and thus, Gm
is also cuspidal. For each pair of finite order characters ^, T) : Zj -> Q
and for each positive integer fc, define
Ek(x,rf) =

E ( E ^/d)x(d)dk-l)qn € Q[[g]].
(nT)1!

o<d{n

If f]: Z^ -> Q and x(-l) = (-l)^ then we have
(5.14)

/

T^w)^)^-1^ = ^(x^^) e ^(,(Jp°°;Q).

JZpXZj

When one considers the series Ek(\,rf) for the primitive trivial character
7y, the constant term of the form L(l - A:,^)/2 or the term of the form
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c{z - ~z)~1 with c € C may appear. However, after applying the twisting
operator for the character Zp, we see easily that these terms disappear.
Then (5.14) follows from [14, Lemma 5.2] (see Lemma 5.3 below). Even if
x(-l) 7^ (-1)^ the formula (5.14) remains true but it simply vanishes;
i.e. Ek()(,r),r)) = 0. This shows that £ is arithmetic of weight 1 with the
trivial character zjp, where the action of Zj on X = Z x x Zj is given
by z { w , z ' ) = {z^w.zz') and the function v : Z^ x Zj -> Zp is given by
(w, z) ^ w. Now we shall apply Th. 5.1 to the measure £. To formulate
our result in a final form, we prepare a lemma.
LEMMA 5.3. — Let \ and rf be primitive Diricblet characters modulo
u and v, respectively. Define a function on the Poincare upper half plane

by
E°k(x,r))(z) = 6,(u)L{0^) + 6(vW - k,x)
+^(^)____ + ^ ^ xW^n/d^-V,
l^Z-Z)

n=io<d|n

wAere
W={2-1
(0

ifk-u=l,
otherwise,

[0

otAerwjse,

^)={r

iffc==2 aDdu ^; l

. = ='

6{v)=!.^1 ^=1>
10
otherwise.
Suppose that ^(-1) == (-1)^. Then £^(x^)k7 == X^E^Tf) for all
7 € FQ(UV) and for r = (

n

)

? we have

E°k(x^)\kr = (^-l)fc/277(-l)G(7y)/G(x)^(^x).
(On the space of Eisenstein series, the action of r is no longer unitary and
hence the root number (uv~l)k^rJ(-l)G(r])/G(\) may not be of absolute
value 1).
Proof. — Since the above fact is well known, we here only give a
sketch of a proof in the (absolute convergent) case : k > 2. The case where
k = 1 and 2 can be treated similarly (see § 6 in the text). According to
Hecke, we define a convergent Eisenstein series by
Gfc(z;a,fr)=

^
(c,d)=(o,fr) mod uv
(c,d)^0

(cs+d)-^
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Then, as shown by Hecke [9], we have the following Fourier expansion of
this series :
G^ a, b) = 5(a)C(fc, b) + cj

^

fc^sgn^e^^)),

mn>0
m=a mod uv

where <(fc,&)=

^

UV

/ /

n-^,

n=6 mod uv
n^.0

6(a)=i1
^0

ifa

=omoduv^dc^=-^^Y
otherwise.

We consider the sum
v

uv

E'k^rf) = ^^ri(a)x{b)Gk(z^au,b).
a=l b=l

Then the coefficient of e f ^ ) (n ^ 0) of ^(x,^) is equal to
v

__

^ •E^)
a=l

uv

r»

fc l

E

d - sgn(d)^x(&)e(-).

d\n
n/d=au mod uv

6=1

^

Taking the following well known formula into account :
f-(Mef^-J0
^X
fe xv /\v^ ~ \ vG(x)x(d/v) if v | d,

we see easily that
^(x^)=^G(x)£%(x,»?).
This shows the first assertion. To prove the second assertion, we note that
E'k{x, r))(z) =

^WMcz +d)-k.

^
(c,d)€nZxZ

Thus we have that
Ek(x, ri)\r(z) = (uv)^2

^

rj(c/u)x(d)(uvdz - c)-^

(c,d)€nZxZ

By substituting (c,d) for (di;, -c/n), we know that
^(^)IT = (^-l)fc/277(-l)£,(77,x).
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This shows the last assertion.
We fix a primitive character \ modulo J and consider, for each pair
of finite order characters ($,77) of Z^, the Eisenstein series

%^)= /

Jz^xZj

Mx^z^de.

Write C^rj) = p77 and C(rj) = p7. Then by Lemma 5.3, the root number
Wt(\^r]) = W(E^7],rf)) is given by
We{x^ri) = W'-^^-^GW/G^rf)

=^/2-i(,i)^(j)^y)^(y-'y)/2-yG(^)G(77)G(^).
We now define, for each primitive character 0 and for P e X^(T)(k(P) >
2), the primitive L-function of fp by
L^fp,0)=f^0(n)a^fop)n-s.
n=l

Let 0p be the p-part of 0 and decompose 0 = 0'0p and write C(6p) = j/".
We define a{fp) and a'(/^) by (5.11) for / = fp and assume that
a(f^) = a(p,/p). We define an Euler p-factor by

1
=
V 1
(^f-^—ni-^i
- 1-Q'^^)•
-^ ^(fp)e'(py
(^^) ( -^)(
a(^)

E

v

Then, by virtue of Lemma 5.3, taking -E^(x^?,»?) as g (and •B?(^,^) as
gf) in the proof of Lemma 5.2, and regarding g as if it were a cusp form
whose automorphic representation at p is the principal series representation
^(^P)^?)! we obtain
COROLLARY 5.4. — Let the notation be as above, and suppose that
% is primitive of conductor J. Let /3 be the smallest exponent ofp so that
Et(x^) € M^Wp3),^2).
Then, we have
pW+2m)/2^ fp)-0-D,^ +m,fp, E^r), ri)\rp}
= {-lYJ^WGWWG^)
x£^(< + m}L(i + m, fp,~)^rj)En(m + l)L(m + 1, fp,rj).
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Let $ = ^£1X be the generalized measure obtained by applying Th.
5.1 to the Eisenstein measure £ on Z-^ x Zj. We fix a primitive character
\ of conductor 3 (i.e. \: Zj -^ Q). Then we derive another measure ^xf>
on Z^ x Zy^ out of $ by putting
/

^(w,z)d^

^xZ^

= /

0(w, ^)x(^p (<^ e c^ x z^; o^))

./Z^xZj

for all P € ^(Z). Then we obtain easily from Th. 5.1 and Cor. 5.4 the
following result :
THEOREM 5.1c. — Let x be a primitive Dirichlet character of conductor J. Then there exists a unique generalized measure x? = ^fx1x in
Meas(ZX x Z^;Oj<)0Z with the following interpolation property : For
each pentad (P, ^T), i, m) consisting of finite order characters $, rf : Z^ —>
Q x , P € 'Vaig(2") a^d non-negative integers i,m with 0 < m < k(P) - i,
we have
S(P)H(P)~1 (
77(w)w7n$(^)^-ld^p
Jz^xz^
= tW) ^ W W ^ r , ) . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^
v

W'(fp)G(^p) '
xE^m + l)L(m + l,/^)^)^2"1-1^?),

wiere t' = (-1)^^, ./lAr-*^)/2./"^-1!^ + m)r(m + 1).
Note that (2vi)e+2m-lfl(P)G(x)-lG(•n)-lG^•^))-l ~ Wg,R) as in Th.
5.1b for R = Pm,r, and g = -E^(x^, »?)•

Exampie d. The measure associated with homomorphisms of Hecke
algebras. — We now want to interpolate the p-adic L-functions Dg(P,R)
obtained in Example b considering even g as a variable moving along an
irreducible component of the Hecke algebra. Thus the result here include
Th. 5.1b as a special case if g is ordinary. Let A' : h°(J; OK) -* Aj<- be a
homomorphism of Aj<-algebras and ^ : (Z/JpZ)x —^ 0^ be its character.
We fix a topological generator u € r and identify A.K with C7«([-X"]] by
t(u) ^ 1 + X. Put A(n; X) = \'(T(n)) € OA'[[X]]. Then we shall define a
measure \o : C(Z^ x T; OK} -» 5(J; On) by
/
WeWd^ = ^ <t>(n)A(n; eW - l)^
JzSxr
i
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for (t> € C(Z^; OK), s eZp and for each finite order character e : F —^ 0^.
We let Zj act on Z^ x F by 2^,7) = (z^w, < Zp > 7), where < Zp >€ F
is defined by < Zp >= a/^p)"1^. If we write /j^g for fp with P = P^g,
then we see easily that
[
^(w)^7)7^Ao = / Md^
Jzf xr
Jz^

for the measure fif^ ^ as in Example b and thus Ag satisfies (5.8). Let
M be a finite extension of CK defined over K and J be the integral
closure of Aj< in .M. We can generalize the above construction for a
more general homomorphism A' : h°(J;Oj<) —> J of Aj<-algebra. Put
J * = Homo^(^;0j<). Then, by the duality in Th. 1.3, we have an OK'
linear map
(5.15)

^:J^S°(J',OK).

which is the adjoint of A'. We shall now extend A'* to C(ZP',OK)
<^OK ^ which wm be denoted by AQ : for each (j> € C(Z^; OK) and j € J*,
we define
W ^ J) = / ^^p
^z^

for 9 = A'*y) € 5°(J; OK).

where /Ap is the measure as in Example b. Then, by continuity, we have an
0^-linear form
Ao : C(Z^OK)^r = (Meas(Zp;OK)^Jr ^S(J^OK).

If we let Zj act on Zp via w ^ z^w and if we define \Q\Z for z € Zj by
(Ao|z)(<^(8)j) = Ao((<^) <8)j| < Zp >), then we have
(5.16)

Ao|^=$(^)Ao

forany^€Zj,

where ^ is the character of A'.
The linear form AQ is not exactly a measure but a generalized measure
with values in S(J',OK) in the sense of § 3. Then (5.16) is the formula
corresponding to (5.1b); thus, \Q is of weight 0 with an abuse of language.
For each Q € ^a.\g(J) with k(Q) ^ 2, we denote by gq the ordinary form
belonging to A' at Q in the sense of [14, Cor. 1.5]. We fix an integer a with
0 < a < p-1, and for (P, Q, R) € ^aigW x ^aigW x ^aig(Aj<), we denote
by E(P,Q,jR) the Euler factor E(k(Q) 4- k(R)) in (5.12a,b,c) for g = g^
and \ = (J^WCR.
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THEOREM 5.1d. — Let \ : h°(N^ OK) <8)Ax z -^ I be a primitive Zalgebra homomorphism and let A' : h°(J; OK) -> J be another primitive
AK-algebra homomorphism. Suppose that I and J are defined over K.
Then there exists a unique element D in the quotient Geld ofI^J^K such
that (i) ifH E I annihilates Co(A; Z), then H(P)D(P, Q, R) is integral; i.e.,
HD e T^J^KK and (ii) for each point (P,Q,jR) in ^aigW x <Yalg(Jr) x
^aig(Aj<) with 0 < k(R) + k(Q) < k(P) and k(P) > k(Q) > 2,
D(P, Q, R) = cw^P)-1^?, Q, R)
xV(k(Q) 4- fc(fi), /p, ^[^^(^-^^(P, Q, fi),
wAere WQ,R) = (27r^)fc(<?)+2fcW-ln(P)G(iQ$7) ^ jn (4.15),

c=c{P,Q,R)=[N,J]
x7V- fc ( p )/ 2 J( fc (^)+ 2 ^^)/2^(fc(0) + k(R))F(k(R) + 1),
w = w(P,0,J?) = ^(^^"(/p)-1^^?)-1
xG(^$')G(^^a-^A))G(^a;a-^^^)^a;a-^JR)(J).

In Th. 5.1d, we have interpolated the values of the function E{s)
^(^/p^lx)- When V is the restriction of A to h°(Ar;Oj<), the added
Euler factor E(s) has a trivial zero. In fact, in E(s), we have the following
factors : with the notation of (5.12b), E^(s) = E^s)E^(s) and

£;2'(5)=

(

(1 ~ ^i^^O
7

if

^ ~ a(/jC(^))

if 7rp is special and 7 = a

^QJ^IP)

^ is P™0?^ or 7 > 0,

In either case as above, we can express E^{s} uniformly as :
E^)=(l-x(p)a(g^-PS-k^).
^/P)

<

Since a(gQ)/a(f p) is always a p-adic unit, if k(R) > 0, E^(k(Q) + k(R))
does not vanish for all (P,Q) e ^(Z) x <y(Z). However, taking R = Po =
Po,zp and varying (P,Q) on X(I) x ^(Z), we know that
E'\P,Q) = £2'(fc(0)) = 1 - a(gQ)/a(f°p) = 1 - a(pJo)/a(p,/p) .
has a trivial zero at the diagonal divisor A = {(P,P) | P € X(I)} on
<y(Z)2. Note that as a function of (P, Q) on ^(Z)2, £7"(P, Q) is an element
of I (g) Z. Thus we may ask whether D(P,<9,P)/E"(P,0) has a pole at
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A or not. An answer to this question can be given as follows : we fix a
topological generator t(u) € F and identify AK&OK^K with OK[[X, Y]] by
regarding X (resp. Y) as a function on Zp x Zp given by (5, <) -^ i^ - 1
(resp. (s,t) -^ u* - 1). We regard Oi<[[X,y]] naturally as a subalgebra of
Z0I.
THEOREM 5.Id'. — Let the notation be as in Th. 5.1d. Suppose that
X' is the restriction of X to h°(JV;C?^). Write D{P,Q) for the p-adic Lfunction :

WB(P^Q)^D(P^P,)eQ,
as in Th. 5.1d for a = 0, and put D\P,Q) = D(P,Q)/Etf(P,Q) as an
element of the quotient field ofZ0Z. Then
(i) I f H e l annihilates the module of congruence Co(A;Z), then
(X - Y)HD' € Z0Z,

(ii) (X(P)-Y{Q))D'{P,Q)\P=Q = (i+y(P))(iog(^)M[Ar,j]p)/[jv,j]p
for aU non-critical P € ^(Z).
(We say that P is critical if P lies on the support of Co(A;Z) in ^(1).)
By this theorem, D' has a non-trivial simple pole at A and interpolates the values ^'(P,0,Po)P(fcOJp,/Q)/n(P,Q,Po), where
£'(?, Q, Po) = E(P, Q, Po)/£"(P, Q).

Theorems I and II in § 0 are a special case of Theorems 5.1d and d\ We
shall give a proof of these theorems in § 9.

6. Real analytic Eisenstein series
and the holomorphic projection.
Here we shall review the explicit Fourier expansions of (group theoretic) Eisenstein series of integral weight by following Shimura's method
which has been applied to those of half integral weight [28]. We shall do
this here because this explicit Fourier expansion gives one of keys for the
proof of Th. 5.1 and it is hard to find adequate references. We shall give
only the outline of the proofs. Main references are [28] and [32].
In this section, we always write, for v € C and s € C, Vs =
exp(5 logv), where we shall define the logarithm by logv = log \v\ -\-i6 with
-TT < 6 < TT. We also write e(x) for exp(27^\/::Lr) for a; € C. Let N be a
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positive integer (which may be divisible by p in this section), and let ^ be a
Dirichlet character modulo N. For 7 == (

, ] € To(N), put ^(d) = ^(d)

and j(7,^) = (cz + d) for ^ € -Q. Put Foo = {± ( <1

m

} \m € Z}. If

^(-.1) == (-1)^ for A € Z, the function 7 i—> ^(7)^(7, ^^l.^,^)!"23
depends only on the left coset of 7 mod Too- Assuming that ^(—1) = (—1)\
put
00

L^(5,^)=

^ ^(7i)n~5,
n=l
(n,N)=l

(6.1)

i^(z, 5; ^) =

^

^(7)J(7, ^-^^(7, ^l- 25

7eroo\ro(N)
Gl,N(^^^)=^,^^;^)k.(^ ^),
where we define f\\,s^ f01eacn function / : f) —> C by
(/k.7)(^) = /(7(^)J(7^)-Ab•(7^)l-2a.
Then these series are absolutely convergent if Re(s) > 1 — —, and we can
express G^ as follows, when Re(5) > 1 — ~,
(6.2) G^(^,5;^)=^- A - 2s f^W^- A - 25 E 5 ( Z + ^ A + ^ ) ,
d==l

r=0
(r,d)=l

^

d

oo

^ (^ + m)" 0 ^^- m)~^ for a,/3 € C, which is

where S{z^a,/3) =

m==—oo

absolutely convergent ifRe(o;+/3) > 1. By the Poisson summation formula,
we have
00

(6.3)

5(2; Q, /?)= ^ e(ma;)$(y,m;Q,^) for ^ = a;+iy 6 ^,
7n=—oo

where $ is a function on R+ x R x C^R^. = {x € R|rr > 0}) which is
given by an absolutely convergent integral
$(y, t; a, /3) =

/

oo

e(-^ • a:)(a: + ^"^(a: - iy^dx if fie(a 4- /?) > 1.
-00
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Put ft' = {z € C|Re(^) > 0} and
u}[z; a, /3) = r(/?)-1^ r° e-^(a; + l)0-1^-1^,
JO

which is absolutely and uniformly convergent if Re(z) > 0 and Re(/3) > 0.
This function has a holomorphic continuation on Sy' x C2 and has a
functional equation u)(z;l - /?,! - a) = h/(z;a,/?) (cf. [28, § 2] and [32,
Th. 3.1]). Furthermore, we have the explicit formulae ([32, Prop. 3.2]) :
(6.4a)

For 0 < n € Z, u(z, n + 1, /?)

-SOw+D-^+fe-i^-^EC)^''^^fc=o
^
W
k/

(6.4b) For 0 < n e Z, i<;(z; a, -n)
=

fc
^(fc a+l)
EG)(l-^-a)...(^-a).=E(:)
"^.\
^.
fc-n "•"
—"' k}
'»K/
r>/1

^

fc=0

r(l-a)

(6.4c) a;(2;a,0)=a;(z;l,^)=l.
We can express ^(y, t; a, /3) by a»(^; a, ;8) as follows :
(6.5)

f (vc:l)^-a(2^)ot^(a)-l(2y)-^ta-le-2^a;(47^yt; a, /3)
if t > 0,
c

$(y,(;a,^)=^

a

l

Q

l

21^y t

(v T)^- (2lr)^^(^)- (2y)- |t|^- exa;(47ry|t|;^,a)

(v^iy-^To'^nQ)-1^/?)-1

ll
if t < 0,

x^(a+^-l)(47^y) l - a -^ if t = 0.
Thus the function $ also has an analytic continuation, and the series (6.3)
always converges at the point where $ has no singularity. In exactly the
same manner as in [28, § 3] (actually, it is much simpler), we have
THEOREM 6.1. — We Aave the following explicit Fourier expansion :
(2y)s(V=l)>LN(\ + 2s,^)G^,s;^)
2-K

1
\-ii
= -^^-^rOO!^ + a)-1!^ + 2s - l)£jv(A + 2sg - 1,^)

/ar\A+«
f2-K\>-^s_

+y

__ __

r(A+^E E
w=lo<d|m

4mn3/
W)d-^-^^^-^(^)a,(
;A+,,,)
)
V7V"7 v N
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00

+(^)-r(.)-pri-£ E
lyl

m=10<d|m

^)d-^e(^V^,A+4
v
N ) v N
'
Moreover, this series converges absolutely and uniformly on any compact
subset in C outside the small circles of singularities of the constant term.

By evaluating, this series for A > 0 at s = 0, we have
COROLLARY 6.2. — We have for each A > 0 that
(——N——)X^WLN(>, ^)G^(Nz, 0; ^)
'-l^^i'
i_
/ N2
\\
= (——/=) r(A)^(A,VO(E^(z,0;^))|^

1 1

= s^ • ^(o,^) + w)-^ n ( - )
2

STry^^

^

+E(EG)A-^w)^
n=l

0<d|n

d

where 6\^ is the Kronecker symbol, TN = ( xr
W)={1
l0

r. ) and

ifA

= 2 a I l d ^=^
otAerwise.

Moreover g = L^(A,^)G^ ^(Nz,0'^) satisfies ^[^7 = ^(^)g for any
7 € FoW; especiaUy, ^ € A^A^oW,^) if A ^ 2 or ^ ^ i^.

By evaluating, the series in Th. 6.1 for A > 0 at s = 1 — A, we have
COROLLARY 6.3. — We have for each A > 0 that
7^-lN2-\V^i)XLN(2 - X^NyY^G^Nz, 1 - A;^)
= Tr-^-^-t^)^^ _ \^)(y^E^(z, 1 - A;^))|^
1
°°
=-£^(1-A,^)+^ ^ ^(^-^(n^).
2

n=l 0<d|m

This function gives an element ofAl^(ro(iV),^).
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Now we shall introduce Shimura's differential operator :
€=

1 / i
d\
TA^~ + T^ ^ = ^+2^-2 .. .W^ for <,m € Z.
27Ti ^ly dz'

For 7 € GI/2(R) with det(7) > 0, it satisfies the formula :
Wk7) = (^/)1^2m7.

A relation between differential operators 6 and d = q-^ = -J-A. ig 6riven
,
dg
27rzdz
by
(6.6) ^=S(;)^(^)(.4„)-,^.
t=o -^(m+r-^)
^/r\r(^-m-r-hl)
=£

(') rd-^-.)

(4Trt

"•f"-

We may evaluate the series of Th. 6.1 at s = -r or s = 1 - A + r with
0 <, r < -^. Then, by applying (6.4a,b) and (6.6), we know that for each
0<r<j:
(6.7a) y^E^^z,-^)

r(A)

= ———-(-^YW^zM) ([30, (2.9)]),
1 (A 4- r)
(6.7b) y'-^E^^z, 1 - \ - r; ^)

(-^y

, ,

= ————W-^(z,l-A;VO).

r(r +1)

This can be also verified directly by using the series expression (6.1) (cf
[29, (2.4)]).
Let L be a positive integer prime to p. We shall consider the Eisenstein
measures on ZL introduced in Example c in § 5 : for each % : (Z/Lp0Z)>< —>
Q , we have
(6.8a)

f xWG^ = -S^x)-^ T[ (l - 1 )
87n/^
i'

h

m

+(2^-m(^) 2 (V=irr(m)L^m,x)E^(z,0^)\^,
(6.8b)

(l-xW")-1 / xW-W
JZt,
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=7r-12-mLl~?/(l"?)(v^T)mL^(2-m,x)

x^-^^p^l-m;^)^,
where T/?

=

n ) * ^o^e ^at ^e above formulae are valid for

( r^

any f3 such that the finite order character \ : ZL —» Q factors through
(Z/Lp^.Weput
(6.9)
£m,Lp(x) = (1 - X(W1 / X(^)^-1^
^ZL
ZL
00

-££p(l - TO, x) + E E xWd"1"1?" tor m >: 1,
•"

n=l 0<d|n

Gm,Lp(x)= / X(^Gm=E E XWH"1"1?
d
• /ZL
n=10<d|n

G^,^(X) = W^^ + Gm.Lp(x)
STrLjw/

for m ^ 2.

These are modular forms in Mm(^o(Lp^)',Q,) except for G'2,Lp(^Lp)For each integer m > 0 and for each subalgebra A of C, let Am(A)
denote the space of functions f on 5s) with the Fourier expansion of the
following form :
00

f = Va(7i,2/)e(—z\ for some 0 < M € Z,
n=o
M
where a(n,y) is a polynomial in (47ry)~1 with coefficients in A of degree
less than or equal to m. For each congruence subgroup A of SL^Z) and
its finite order character ^ : A -> A, we define a subspace -4^(A; A) (resp.
^(A,^,A)) of Am(A) consisting of functions / in ^(A) such that
(i) f\k-l € A^C) for all 7 € 5Ls(Z);
(ii) /|fc7 = / for all 7 € A (resp. f\k^ = Wf tor all 7 € A).
The following fact is shown in [30, Lemma 7] :
LEMMA 6.4. — Let ^ be a Dirichlet character modulo IV, and
suppose that A is a Q-aJgebra. Then for each f € A'p(To(N)^',A) (resp.
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/ € A^(Ti(N);A)), ifk > 2m, we can express
m
f = Z^-2r/r With /^ € Mjk-2r(ro(^),^;A)
r==0

(resp.A^2r(ri(^);A)).

These modular forms are uniquely determined by f and are cusp forms if
f is a cusp form.
We write H(f) for /o in the above formula. This gives a map, if
k > 2m, U: ^(ri(AO;Q) ^ A^(ri(^);Q), which will be called the
m

holomorphic projection. For each / = ^(^y)^/^ e ^(C) with /(l)
r=0

holomorphic, we put c(/) = /(°), which will be called the constant term of
/. Then c defines a map c : ^(ri(JV);A) -^ A[[q}}.
LEMMA 6.5.
(i) (Shimura) If / is a cusp form in Sk(To(N)^), then
<f,9 >N=< f^(g) >N for all g^ Af(ro(N)^C) with k > 2m.

(ii) I f k > 2 m and i > 2n, then H^h) = (-l)r^(/l^p) for all
h e ^(ri(^),C) and g € A^(N);C).
(iii) Suppose that N is prime to p and f e ^(^(^J^); ^o) for a finite
extension KQ/Q. Let K be the closure of KQ in ft. If k > 2m, then the
formal q-expansion c(f) is in fact an element of~M(N\ K).
(iv) Let g € A^r^N^Ko) and h e_^(^);^o), and let e
be the projection to the ordinary part on M(N',K). If i > 2n, then

eWgSW) = eicWh) in ~M(N', K) for d = q4-.
dq
Proof. — The assertion (i) is given in [30, Lemma 6]. The second assertion follows from the argument which proves [11, Lemma 5.3]. If we write
171

/ € Ay(r,(NpP^Ko) as f = ^_2r/r for /, € Mk-2r(T^N^K^
m

r=0

then we have c(/) = ^ (Tfr by comparing the constant term of the both
r==0

sides. This shows the assertion (iii). To see (iv), we write
t
6

h

9 1k =^63s-2jfj
j=0

for

t=n+r

and

5=Jk+^+2r.
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Then by the formula (6.6), we have that
t
c(g6W = H(gSW -h ^ d^f, = c^h.
j=l

Note that e o d = 0 (cf. [11, (6.13)]). This shows the assertion (iv).
The following fact is a modification of a result of Shimura [30, Th. 2]
and [31, p. 217] :
THEOREM 6.6. — Let h €
^(ro(£^),0. Then if0 < mj(fc - t),

5fc(ro(I^3),^)

and

g

€

VLp^+m^h^g)
= t < ^|fcT^,M((p|^T^)^-2m(^-^2m,Lp(^))) >Lp^

andif]-(k-t)<m<k-^
2i

^Lp^+m.h.g)
= t < ^[^^.^(^I.T^^^r^^^G^^

>^,,

where t = 2k+J^+l(Lp^)2(k^j~2\^:[)€-k(^(m + l)F(j - m))-1 for
j = f, + 2m.

Proof. — We shall give a proof of the case when ~(fc — <) < r < k — £,
Zt
since the other case can be treated similarly. By the Rankin-Selberg
convolution, we have (cf. [30, (2.4)]) that
(47r)-T(5)'PLp(5, A, g) = LLp(2s + 2 - k - (,, ^)
< /i^, gE^Lp^ 5 + 1 - fc; ^h/^-^ >^

and thus,
PLp(^+m,A,^) =< hp,g'E>Lp^

where E = GoL^-fc+2+ 2m, ^^.^z.^+m+l-fc;^)^-^^1
with a constant Go 7^ 0. Write r = A ; - ^ - m - l and A = fc - ^ - 2r. Then
•^ki^ = C'l^^Lp^) ^or a non-zero constant Ci by Cor. 6.3 and (6.7a).
We see easily that
< h^gE >Lpft:=< ^IT, (g\r)(E\r) >^ for T = r^^.
This shows the assertion.
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Th. 6.6 combined with Lemma 6.4 shows the following result of
Shimura [30] and [31] :
COROLLARY 6.7. — Suppose that h is primitive of conductor C. Then
the number
T>Lp(i+m,h,g)
^+2m+l^^^

is algebraic for each integer m with 0 < m < k — L

7. Duality theorems.
We shall study here the 0^-dual space of h°(N,OK) <S>^^ I and
generalize Th. 1.3. This duality theorem is crucial to the construction of
the convoluted measures which will be constructed in the next section.
Write CK for C(T', OK) tor simplicity. As explained in the beginning
of § 3, we have a duality :
(7.1)

Hom<^ (CK, OK) ^ Ajc, Hom<^ (Aj, OK) ^ CK.

We shall fix a topological generator u of F. Let A be a reduced algebra
finite flat over AK. Let M be a compact ^4-module and put M* =
Homo^(M, OK). Then we can define a pairing
(7.2)

<,>:MxM*—^.4*

by < m, m* > (a) = m*(a • m) for m € M, m* € M* and a € A

PROPOSITION 7.1. — Suppose that there exists a projective system
{Mi,pij}ij^N of A-modules such that
(i) M ^ jlim Mj as A-module;
i

(ii) pij is surjective for all i > j ;
(m) The OK-module Mi is free of finite rank for each i.
Then we have that M* ^ ]m (Qi^M,*) ®OK OK/R^^OK) and
m

i

(M*)* c^ M as A-module. Moreover the pairing (7.2) induces isomorphisms : Hom^(M, A") ^ M* and Hom^(M*, A*) ^ M.

This fact may be well known but it is important for the sequel; so,
we shall give a proof. If M is finite flat over AK, the conditions (i), (ii)
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and (iii) can be verified easily, and they are also satisfied by h(./V; OK) &nd
Meas(X; OK) for a j?-adic space X as in § 5 (for A = Ox[[^j]] or Aj<).
Proof. — Since Hom^(M, Hom<^ (A, OK)) ^ Homo^ (M 0.4 .A, Oj<)
c^ M* naturally, the last assertion follows from the first. By the assumption
(ii), the adjoint map p^ : M^ —^ M^ is injective for each pair j > i. Put
E = lin^M,*. Then we see from [1,11.6.6] that
i

M =]mMi =^imHomo^(M^,0K) = Homc^(£',0A:).
i

i

On the other hand, for each pair m > n, we have a commutative diagram
of natural maps :
0

—, p^-^Efp^E
1
0 —> pn-lE/pnE

—> E|pmE
I
—> E/pnE

-p-^
-p-^

E/p^^E
I
E/pnE.

Obviously, ^mpm~lE|pmE = 0 and thus ~E = ^imE/^E is without pm

m

torsion. There is a natural map :
Homc^ (E, OK) —^ Homo^ (£7,0^),
which is bijective because E is dense in E and every Oj<-linear form is
uniformly continuous. Thus we know that
M = Homc^ (E, OK) = ^*.
By the assumption (iii), Mi I p^ Mi and M^/pmM^ are mutually Pontryagin
dual modules. Thus we know that
EI^E ^ Homz^QimM^M,, Z/j^Z)
i

^ Homz^M/p'^Z/^Z) ^ Homz^M.Z^Z).
Therefore we see that
E =^m_E|pmE = ^unHomz^M, Z^Z) = Homzp(M, Zp)
771

771

([l,II.6.3.Prop.5]).
Note that M* ^ Homo^(M,0A-) ^ Homo^(M,Homz^(C»A:,Zp)) ^
Homzp(M, Zp). This shows that E = M*. Note that
(M*)* = Homo,, (M*, OK) ^ Homo,, (£, Ox) ^ Homo^ (£, Oj<) ^ M.
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This finishes the proof.
COROLLARY 7.2. — Let M and E be compact A-modules. Suppose
that M satisfies the condition of Proposition 7.1 and E ^ Hom^(M,^4*)
as A-module. Then if we denote by <, > the pairing : M x E -> A* which
gives the above isomorphism, then the pairing
<,>o:M x E-^OK

defined by < m, e >o=< m, e > (1) gives an isomorphism : E ^ M*.
This is a direct consequence of Proposition 7.1.
PROPOSITION 7.3. — Let M be a compact A-module, and let a be an
ideal of A. Put M*[a] = {m* € M*|a • m* = 0 for all a € a}. Then we
have a natural isomorphism : (M/aM)* ^ M*[a].
Proof. — Since A is noetherian, we may choose a finitely many
generators QI,...,Q^ of a. Then by definition, we have that M/aM =
M/aiM + ... 4- a.rM and M*[a] = QM*^]. We consider an exact
sequence:
M7' —>
M —> M/aM —> 0,
U
ID
(mi,...,mr) i—^ a\m\ + ... 4- o^my.
which yields another :
0 —^ (M/aM)* —.

M* —^
OJ

(M*)7'
ID

m

Q)aim.

1=1
This shows the result.
Now we shall return to the situation of § 5 : Let 1C be a finite
extension of CK defined over K and I be the integral closure of Aj<
in /C. Put r = Hom<^(I,Oj<) and Z = HomA^(Z,Aj<). They are
naturally Z-modules. By Lemma 3.1 and (7.1), we know that as Aj<modules, I* ^ C^,I ^ A^ for d = d(I) = [/C : £j<]. Let JV be a positive
integer prime to the fixed prime p > 5, and write
<, >: h(7V; OK) x 5W 0^) ^ A*, = CK
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for the pairing defined by < h,f > (7) == a(l,/|/i7)(7 € F). Then, Th. 1.3
combined with Prop 7.1 shows that
(7.3)

h(^V; OK) ^ HomA^ (S(N', OK\ CK\
S(N^ OK) ^ HomA^ (W OK). CK)

as Aj<-modules under <, > .
THEOREM 7.4. — Let M be a compact Aj<-moduie satisfying the
conditions of Prop. 7.1 for A = A^. Tien we iave a canonical isomorphism
ofl-modules : (M0Ajc ^)* ^ A^* ^Ajc ^- ^n particular, we have a canonical
isomorphism of modules over h(JV; OK) ^Ajc ^":
Homo^ (5(7V; 0^) 0A^ 1,0^) ^ h(7V; Oj<) 0A^ I,
which is given by the pairing
(,) : (h(lV; OK) ^ I ) x (5(AT; OK) ^ t) -^ 0^
defined by (h 0 z,^ 0 </?) =< h,f > ((p(i)) for i € J,fa € h(JV;Oj<) and
/e5(7V;(^).

(The tensor product ^(JV; Oj<) 0Ax z and ^W 0^) ^AK :z' are automatically complete under the p-adic topology, since the Aj<-modules Z and Z
are free of finite rank (Lemma 3.1).).
Proof. — We simply write A for Aj<. The result follows from the
following formal calculation and Cor. 7.2 :
Homz(M®A2',Z*)
^ Homj(M 0A I, HomA(Z, A*))
^ HomA(M ®A I <8)z Z, A*)
^HomA(M0A^A*(g)AA)
^ HomA(M, A*) 0A HomA(Z, A)
^M*(g)AZ

(Prop. 7.1)
[1,11.4.1]
(Lemma 3.1, [1,11.4.4])
(Prop. 7.1),

since M 0A ^ again satisfies the condition of Prop. 7.1 for A = Z. The fact
that the isomorphism given for S(N, OK) is a morphism of modules over
h(JV; OK) <^AK ^ follows from the explicit form of the pairing given in the
theorem.
COROLLARY 7.5. — Let M be a compact A^-moduie satisfying the
condition of Prop. 7.1. For each P € <y(Z;Oj<), we have a canonical
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isomorphism ofl-modules : (M* ^ Z)[P] ^ M*[P n Aj<]. In particular,
ifP € ;taig(Z; 0^) and k(P) > 2 then
(5°(7v; OK) 0A^ Z)[P] ^ ^p)($,(p),6p; OK) canonically
as h°(N', OK) ^AK ^-modules.
Proof. — From Th. 7.4, we know that (M (^ Z)* c^ M* 0A^ Z.
By Prop. 7.3, we have that (M 0A^ Z/PZ)* = (M ^ Z 0j Z/PZ)* ^
(M* (g>A^ Z)[P]. On the other hand, we know that M ^^ I / P I ^
^^>AK A^/(P n AK), since Z/PZ ^ Aj</(P n AK)(^ OK) naturally as
A^-modules. Again by Prop. 7.3, we have that (M0Ajc (Aj</(PHAj<)))* ^
M*[P n Aj<], which proves the first assertion. Then Th. 2.1, Prop. 1.2 and
Prop. 7.3 show the last assertion since P n AK = Pk{p},ep by definition.
Remark 7.6. — For each P e X(T', OK), we have a unique Oj<-algebra
isomorphism ip : I / P I ^ OK by definition. We thus have a canonical
element ip e (Z/PZ)*. The identification of ( I / P I ) * with OK as in the
proof of Cor. 7.5 is explicitly given by : OK 3 a ^ a ' ip e ( I / P I ) * .
For each P e Aaig(Z; OK) with fc(P) ^ 2, if we write the natural algebra
homomorphism for k = fc(P), r = r(P) and e = £p as
7Tk,e : h°(^;0j,) -> W^OK) = h°(7v;0^) (^ AK/P^K

and the natural inclusion as
^^:So^e^OK)-^SO(N^OK),
then we have that
(7.4)

(h 0 i^kM) ^ bip) =< 7rfe^(/i) 0 (z mod P), bf >
=&(zmodP)a(l,/|7r^(/i))

for h € h°(7v;(^), z € Z, & e Oj< and / e 5^(^,e;0j<:), where the
pairing (,) is as in Th. 7.4 and <, > is as in Prop. 1.2.
COROLLARY 7.7. — Let M be a compact AL -module satisfying the
conditions of Prop. 7.1 for A = Aj<. Let y : M* -^ ~S°(N; OK) be a AKlinear map. Put (p = ^ 0 id : M* (^ 2" -^ 5°(^; OK) 0Ajc ^ TAen for
each P e Aaig(Z;Oj<) with k(P) > 2, we Aave tie following commutative
diagram :
(M*0A^Z)[P]
(II
^[^(P)..?]

-^
^
-^

(y(^v;0^)0A.Z)[P]
(II
^(^(p),£p;0^),
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where the vertical isomorphisms are those of Cor. 7.5.
This is a direct consequence of Cor. 7.5.
Now we shall define a key linear form :
£=£X:S°(N^OK)^I^OK

for each primitive homomorphism A : h°(lV;0^-) 0Aj<: T —^ T. Let Co(A;Z)
be the module of congruences as in (4.3), and let H € 1{H ^ 0) be the
element chosen in § 5 before Th. 5.1 which annihilates Co(A;Z). Since A is
primitive, A induces a decomposition of /C-algebra : h°(N',OK) 0Ajc ^ =
JC © A as in Th. 4.2. Let IK; be the idempotent corresponding to the
first factor. Then, by the very definition in (4.3), we know that H ' Ijc €
h°(^V; OK) ^>AK T ' Then, by Th. 7.4, we shall define i by
(7.5)

t(g)=^(g)=(H'1^9)

tor

g € S°(N^ OK) ^ i.

PROPOSITION 7.8. — Let P € X^(I\OK) with k(P) > 2. Let
A : \I°{N\OK) ^AK ^ —> ^ be a primitive homomorphism of I-algebras
and Ap : h^/pJ^.(p),£p;Oj<) —^ OK be the induced 0^-aJgebra homomorphism. Let h^pJ$y.(p),£p;X) = Kp 0 Ap be the decomposition of K-algebra induced by Ap as in (4.2) and Ip be the idempotent of the factor Kp(^ K). Then the restriction of £\ to the subspace (S°(N^OK) ^AK WK^ ^p)(^(p),ep;0x)) is given by t^g) =
< H(P) . lp,g > = iJ(P)a(l,p|lp) for </ € %p)($,(p),£p;C^). Especially H{P) ' Ip € h^p)(^(p),£p;C^).

This is obvious from Th. 4.2, (7.4) and the definition (7.5). If
the Gorenstein condition (4.5a) is satisfied, Th. 4.4 (4.6c) asserts that
H(P) gives the exact denominator of Ip in h^pJ^p),^?;^) relative
toh^p)(^(p),£:p;0^).
We define a linear form for P € ^aig(^; OK) with k(P) >: 2
^p == ^p : 5^p)(^(p),£p;^) -^ A' by tp(g) = a(l,^|lp)
with the notation of Prop. 7.8. This linear form is studied in [11, § 4], and
we have a formula for g € Sk(P)(To(Npn), cp^a;"^; Q) with each n ^ r(P).
(7.6)

We) = a(p, fp)^)-^-^))^-^ ^l^"^^ >JV^ .
< hpyfp >Npr(P)
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where hp = f^[k ( x. y,

". ] and [p0] is the operator defined in § l.III

(^|e is known to belong to S^p^ro^Np^^ep^^^Q) for any n > r(P)
[11, Prop. 4.1], and thus ip{g\e) is well defined).

8. Convoluted measures.
In this section, we shall develop a general theory ofp-adic convolution
of a measure over the group ZL and a generalized measure as in § 3. Let J
be a positive integer prime to p and put
Zj =^lm(Z/J ^ p r Z) x = r x (Z/JpZ)x for r ^ 1 +pZp C Z^.
r

Let .4.7 = Oj<[[Zj]] be the continuous group algebra of Zj. Take a positive
integer L which is a multiple of J and is prime to p. Let M (resp. (7
and V) be a compact ^tj-module (resp. compact ^-modules) satisfying
the conditions of Prop. 7.1 for A = Aj (resp. A = AL). For our later
application, we take as M either Meas (X; OK) tor a p-adic space X, T
as in § 5 or T^o^J as in Th. 5.Id. We shall fix a continuous character
a : ZL —>• 0^ and define the action of ZL on C{ZL\ OK) (twisted by a) by
Waz)(x) = a{z)(j>{zx) for <t> € C{ZL\OK\
Thus we allow the twisted action of ZL on C{ZL\OK) which may differ
from the usual one. Let E : C(ZL^OK) -^ U* = Homc^((7,0j<) and (p :
M* —> V* be .4^-linear maps (for the twisted action on C{ZL\ OK))' Here
we consider M* as an ^-module via the natural projection : AL -* Aj.
We suppose that there is an OK-^Gar map m : U* 0o^ V* —> 5(L;Oj<)
such that
m(u 0 v)\a = m((u\a) 0 (v|a)) for a € Aft:.
As an example of U* and V*, we may take
[/* = AT(L; OK) and V* = 5(L; Oj<).
Note that M{L\OK) is a topological ring with the product induced
by C^IM] (which is the usual product of modular forms : (f,g) •-*
/ • g), S(L\OK) is an ideal of M{L\OK) and the multiplication of
M(L^OK) satisfies the condition of m as above. In applications in this
paper, we always work under this choice of U* and V*. However, if one
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considers also modular forms of half integral weight, there is another
example of ?7* and V* different from those treated in this paper. The case
of half integral weight will be studied in detail in our subsequent paper.
Thus, this application in mind, we shall treat the topic a bit more in general
than what is necessary here.
We shall naturally extend (p to (p 0 id : M* 0^ U* -> V* ®OK u*
and define
(8.1)

(?:M^OK^ -»5(L;Oj<) b y ^ = = m o ( ^ 0 i d ) ,

where M*<g)(7* is the p-adic completion ^im(M* 0 U'^/p^M* 017*) which
may not equal to its profinite completion. We say that a function (j): M —^
U* is continuous if it is continuous under the p-adic topology on U* and
the topology of the profinite group M. Thus if (f) is 0^-linear, the <j> is
continuous if and only if there exists i > 0 for any j > 0 such that (j> mod
fP : M/p^M ^ !7*/jW* factors through M,/^M,, where M = ]imMj as
in Proposition 7.1. Then, if U = ^im^, the image of (f> mod p7 is actually
contained in U^/p^U^ for some fc. We denote by Home (M, U*) the space
of all continuous Oj^-linear maps. Then we have
Homc(M, ;7*) = ^imlimHomo^ (M./^M,, [TV^t/*)
3

i

=^mlimHom^(M,/^M, 0o^ U.OK/^OK) = (M^E/)*,
3

i

where M<S>OK U is the profinite completion of M Oojc U.
LEMMA 8.1. — M*0o^l7* =^im(M* (8)[/*)/^'(M* 0(7*)
^ Home(M,[7*) ^ (M0o^[7)*.
Proof. - We have a natural map : M* (S>OK U* -^ Homc(M, (7*) given by
<j>^u i-^ (m ^ (j>(m)u). By definition, M0o^?7 = |imMz 0 [^ satisfies the
assumption of Proposition 7.1 and thus

iJ

(M^oKUY ^ ^im(limM; 0 [/;) 0^ OK/P^'OK = M*0o^(7*,
m

which proves the assertion.
Hereafter by Lemma 8.1, we shall identify M*0o^(7* with
Homc(M, i7*). We let ZL act on C(M x ZL\ 0^ by
(F\z)(m,x) = F{z~lm,zx) for F € C(M x ZL\OK}'
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We then define a function F*(F) : M ^ (7* foreachF € C(M^ZL\OK) by
E^F)(m) = / (F|2Q(m, l)dF(^) for m e M. We equip G(M x Z^OK)
J ZL
with the uniform norm : ||F|| == sup|F(m,z)|p. Since M and ZL are
m,z

compact, this space becomes a compact Banach space. The compactness
of M x ZL assures the uniform continuity of F. Thus for any e > 0, we
find a neighbourhood H of 0 in M such that if m - m' € H, the norm
of the function : ZL 3 z ^ (F\z)(m,l) - (F|z)(m',l) in C(ZL,OK)
is smaller than e. This shows that F*(F) e C^Af.E/*). For any F e
M*0o^C'(ZL;Oj<), by regarding F as a function on M x ZL, we know
that jE^(F) 6 Homo^(M,[7*) = M*<g)o^(7*. Thus we have a Ojc-linear
map :
F, : Ar^C^ZL;^) -^ Home(M,i7*) ^ M*0o^(7*.
We shall define
(8.2)

E * ^ : M*(^C(ZL; OK) -^ 5(L; 0^)

by (E * ^)(F) = (p(E * (F)) € 5(L; OK) for <? as in (8.1).
We shall define another action of ZL on C(M x Z^; OK) by
(8.3)

(^||c^)(m, a;) = a(z)(f>(m, zx).

PROPOSITION 8.2. — The action (8.3) of ZL preserves the subspace
M*(g)o^C'(ZL; OK) ofC^M x ZL\ OK), and the convoluted measure E^ip :
M*^O^C(ZL',OK) —^ S(L\OK) gives a morphism of AL-modules under
the action (8.3).
Proof. — The first assertion is obvious; so, we shall prove the second
one. There is a natural projection map : ZL —> Zj, and we write zj C Zj
for the projected image of z € ZL. We shall let ZL act on M* 0o^ (7*
diagonally by (m <S)u)\z = (m\zj) 0 (u\z).
We also define an action of ZL on (7(M, (7*) by
(^)(m)=((^j.m))|^
where the last z acts on the value (f)(zj • m) € (7* through the action of
ZL on 17*. The natural inclusion : M*(g)c^(7* -^ C'(M,?7*) is compatible
under the action of ZL' Then by definition, (p : M*(g)<^[7* -> ^(I/;^)
becomes ^-equi variant. On the other hand, if we let z C ZL act on
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£*(F) € M*(g)<9^E7* through the diagonal action defined as above, we
have that
(E^F)\z)(m)= (V (F\x)(zm,l)dE(x))\z,
where in the right-hand side, z

€

ZL acts on ( / (F|a;)(^m,l)
^ZL
dE(a;)) e E7* via its action on (7* for fixed m. Since £ is ^-linear for
the twisted action by a, we see that
( / (F\x)(zm,l)dE(x))\z = f a(z)(F\zx)(zm,l)dE(x)
JZL

JZL

= / a{z)F{x~lm,zx)dE(x)
JZL
= { ((F\^z)\x)(m^)dE(x) (cf. (8.3)).
JZL

This shows that E^(F)\z = E^(F\\az) and the ^iL-equivariance of E * y? =
( p o E^ by definition, since y? is .A^-linear.
LEMMA 8.3. — Let a be an ideal of AL, and iet 2; e ZL act on
M*(8)c^C'(ZL;Ox) by (m ® ^z == m 0 (^|a<z). Then, if ^L/O is
free of finite rank over OK or Aj<, we have a natural isomorphism :
G(ZL;Oj<)[a]^M* ^ (M*^G(ZL;Oj<))[a].
Proof. — We shall prove the lemma only when AL/^ is free of finite
rank over OK, since the other case can be dealt with similarly. We have an
exact sequence of 0^-modules : 0 —> a —> AL —^ AL/CI —^ 0. Since AL/^
is Oj<-free, we have a commutative diagram :
0 —

(AL/O)*
—
/;i
0 —. C(ZL\OK)[O\ —^

AI
-^ a*
ill
II
C{ZL',OK) -^ a*

—

0

— 0,

where the horizontal rows are split exact sequences. Thus we have an (split)
exact sequence :
0 -^ C(Z^OK)[a] ^OK ^ — C{ZL\OK)^OK^
—> a*0o^M* —>0.
The finiteness of rank oAL/a shows that (C(ZL,OK)W ®OK M*)* ^
M^OKAL/^ ^ ((C'(ZL;OK)^o^M*)[a])*. This shows the result.
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COROLLARY 8.4. — Let^ : ZL -> 0^ be a continuous character and
^a ' AL -> OK be the corresponding OK-sdgebra homomorphism. Put
P^ = Ker(^o). Then E * y? induces an OK-linear form :
M ^ C(ZL', OKW 00K M* —. 5(L; ^)[P^]
wAicA is explicitly given by
(E * y)((t>) = ^(m ^ E(^ ^ ^a-^^)^^-^))) (m € M, z € ZL).

Proof. — The identification : OK ^ C(ZL',OK)[P^} is induced by the
correspondence : 1 ^ ^a-1, since we have let ZL act on C(ZL\ OK) by the
twisted action by a. Then we identify M* with
C(Z^OK)[P^] 0o^ M* = (G(ZL;Oj<)0^M*)[P^] by
(f> ^ ((z,m) •-> ^cr^^m)).

Then the assertion follows from the definition of E .* (p.
We shall now decompose canonically ZL = F x (Z/LpZ)^ For each
character ^ : (Z/Z/pZ)x —)- 0^, we put
C^OK)^] = {0 € (7(Z^;0^)|^(^) = ^(C)^)
fo^C€(Z/LpZ) x }
= {<^ € ^(Z^; Oj<) ^C = a^)</>
fo^C€(Z/LpZ) > < }.

If we denote by ^a ; OJ<[(Z/LpZ) x ] -^ 0^ the 0K-algebra homomorphism
induced by ^, we have an extension
id 0 ^a : ^IL ^ Aj< Oo^ OK[(Z/LpZ) x ] -> Aj<
which is surjective. We write a for the restriction of a to (Z/LpZ)x. Then
by applying Lemma 8.3 to a = Ker(id <g) (d-^)a), we have a canonical
isomorphism : (7(ZL;OxW]0<^M* ^ ((7(ZL;0A:) 0o^ M*)[a]. Thus,
we know that E * (p induces
E * ^ : M*0c^ (<7(Z^; 0^)[d-1^]) —. 5(£; 0^)[^],
with the notation of § l.V.
Let A : h°(N,OK) ^Ax: 2' -^ I be a primitive I-algebra homomorphism, and let ^ : (Z/^rpZ)x -^ 0^ be the character of A. Let
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i = <A : ~S°(N\OK) ^AK I -> OK be the linear form defined in (7.5).
Suppose that
(8.4)

L is divisible by N and J.

By extending each function (j) 6 (7(r; OK) to ZL by
(J){z) = d-^^o)^ ^ >),
where ZQ (resp. < Zp >) is the projection of z € ZL in (Z/£pZ)x (resp.
F), we have an isomorphism : G(r;0j<) ^ C^Z^C^)^"1^], which is
the adjoint of id 0 (d"1^^. We shall identify the spaces as above in this
manner. We shall consider the O^-linear map :
^ : M^O^WOK) —^S°(N',OK)
defined by the composite
^ : M^O^C^OK) ^ M^oKC(Z^OK)[a-^]
E*(p _
TL/N _
e _rt
-^ S{L,OKM ——^ S(N,OKM ——> S°(N^OKM

(i.e. ^ = e o T^/jv o (E * <^)), where T^/^ is the operator defined in
§ l.VI and e is the projection to the ordinary part given in §2. Note
that CCT'^OK) ^AK ^ ^ ^* by Prop. 7.1 through the correspondence :
(f> 0 i i-> {i ^-»> <^(i(i))). Thus we know that
M^o^CCr; Oj<) <g)Aj<r 2' ^ M*0o^Z* c^ (M0o^Z)* by Lemma 8.1.

DEFINITION. — We shall define a generalized measure E ^\ (p €
M&OK^ by the composite
(8.5)

E *A (^ = ^ o (^ ^ id) : (M0o^Z)* ^ M*0^C(r; OK) ^AK ^
^S°(N,OK)^I-^OK.

In the first part [11, p. 189], we used the trace operator instead of T^/pf
to define E ^\ (p or more precisely ^. This change of operators gives much
improvement in the result, and the utility of TL/N was found by B. PerrinRiou [25]. Note that for each P € X(T\ OK),
(M^OK^) ^AK ^/PI ^ M ®OK I / P I ^ M.
Thus we may consider the image (E *\ (p)p of E ^\(p in M according to
the above map.
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THEOREM 8.5. — For each P € ^aig(^;0x) with kp > 2 and
(j) e M*, we have (E *A ^)p(<^) = H(P)(,p o TL/N ° e((p(m ^ E^(z. ^
a~l£^~k(z)z!p(|)(z~lm)))), where Zp € Z^ is the projection of z C
ZL, k = fc(P), £ = ep and tp is as in (7.6).
Proof. — One can naturally identify
and

((M0c^T) 0A/c 27P^)*
((M(^Z) ^ 2"/^)*

^ (M ®OK ^IP^Y ^ M*
^ (M*0o^G(r; OK) ^ I)[P]
(Prop. 7.3)
c.M*0^(G(r;Ox)[P^])
(Cor. 7.5)
^M*0o,(C(ZL;Ox)[Pd)
for $ = ^a;"^,

where P^ C AL is the ideal as in Cor. 8.4. Then, we may regard {E *;\ (p)p
as the restriction of E^(p to M*0o^C'(ZL; Oj<)[^] (for ^ = e^-^), which
is canonically isomorphic to M*. Then by applying Cor. 8.4 to $, we obtain
the result from Prop. 7.8.

9. Proof of Theorems 5.1, 5.1d and 5.1d\
Proof of Theorem 5.1. — We shall use the same notation as in Th. 5.1.
Especially, we denote by {JL : C(X',OK) -> 5(7; OK) the given arithmetic
measure of weight t and of character $ and by A : h° (N\ OK ) ^AK ^ ""^ ^ tne
primitive Z-algebra homomorphism. Let L be the least common multiple of
J and N, and let E : C(ZL : OK) —^ *?(£; OK) be the Eisenstein measure
defined in § 5, Example C, which satisfies
oo
2 / ct>{z)dE = ^ (
J/Z^
r.

-.
n=l
Pi71

v

_
^

5gn(d)^(d)V € OKM.

^
d|n
(d,Lp)=l

/

We shall define an arithmetric measure ^L : C{X\Ok} —> 5(L,Oj<) out
of the given /A by ^((f)) = 7r(^)|[L/J](^ € C{X,OK)), where [L/J] :
~S{J\OK) -^ ~S{L\OK) is the operator defined in § l.III. Then one can
easily verify that ^L is arithmetic of weight i and of character $ (which
factors through Zj). We shall let ZL act on C{ZL\ OK) by
(9.1a)

(^||^)(^)=$(^^^)

(<t>eC(X',OK))
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andonC^ZL;^) by
(Q.lfr)

Waz)(w) = z^(zw)

(<f> € C(Z^ OK)),

where x ^ z ' x(x € X) is the action of z € ZL on X as in (5.1b).
The action of ZL on C^ZL;^) is the twisted action by the character
a : z ^ Zp considered in § 8. As seen in Example c in § 5, E is of weight 1.
Thus, under the action (9.1a,b), the measures E : C(ZL\ OK.) -> 5(L; OK)
and ^L : C(X',OK) -> ~S{L\OK) become ^-linear. We write M for this
^-module C{X\ OK) and apply the theory in § 8 to [^ and E. We take
5(L;Oj<) as U* and V* in § 8 and the usual multiplication of5(L;Oj<)
is taken as m. Put $ = E *A ^L e Meas^O^)^^. We shall show
that this generalized measure satisfies the requirement of the theorem. Let
\: Zj -^ Q be a finite order character, and let (j> € LC(X, \\ Q). Suppose
that /A(<^) € Mi{T^Jp^)). Then, by (5.1b), we know that
(9.2)

^)€M,(ro(J^),$x) and ^(<f>) e Me(W^)^x)'

Since 1C H Qp = K, for each finite extension K ' / K , /C' = /C (g)j< K '
is still a field. If T denotes the integral closure of KK' in 1C', we have
a unique scalar extension of A : A' = A 0 id : h°(N',OK) ^AK ^ =
h°(7V; OK) 0Ajc ^^i^1 -^ y. By construction, one sees that $' = £?*y /x1'
is the natural image of ^ = E ^\ ^L under the scalar extension map :
Meas(X; OK)^OK^ ~~^ Meas(X; OK'^O^' ' Thus to prove the theorem,
replacing A, T and OK by its extension A', Z' and OK' it necessary, we
may assume that the condition (3.1b) holds for Z and P € Xo\^(T\ OK)'
Write e for £p, k for fc(P) and r for r(P) for P € ^aigC^O^) with
k(P) ^ 2. Then we have by Th. 8.5 that
/ ^d^p
Jx
=H(P)£poTL/Noe( I

I

E^-k(z)z^-l{^m\\z-l)(x)dE(z)d^L(x)\
/

^JxJzL

Note that by (9.1a) and (5.1c)
(9.3) e( (
v X

[

^^-^^^-K^771)!!^-1)^)^^)^^))

v ZL

=e(f ^z^dE- { ^d^Y
'JZL

JX

'
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where we write r] for £^|}(^~k^~l\~l and j for t -h 2m. Also note that
(9.4a)

/ ^z^dE^Ek-^M^
JZL

if k > j(^> 0 < m < -(k - <)),
2
r1(z)z^ldE)=G^-k.LpW\^p

(9.4b) d^-^l

/

' J Z L

if j > k(^> k - i< 2m),
where d is the differential operator q— defined in § l.VIII and tp is
dq
the twisting operator in § l.VII for the trivial character modulo p. We
have to be careful about the fact : f^^d^ = (L/J)-^7^1^))
(cf. (5.1c)) and also we shall use the fact that e(hdf) = -e(fdh) and
e(h(f\Zp)) = e((/i|«p)/) (Prop. 2.4). Then we apply to (9.3) the above facts
and obtain the formula :
e([
^JZL

r^)^-1^. / ^m^)
JX

/

(-J/L)me((^(^|zp)dm(£,-,,^(77)))
i f 0 < m < ~(k-€),
2
(-J/L)me((^(<A)|zp)dfc-^-m-l((?2+,-fc,Lp(r?)))

if-(fc - t) <, m < k - L
2
Note that f\tp = f - (f\T(p))\\p]. Thus by the assumption (5.8) that
P'W\T(p) = 0 for all <j> C C'(X;Oj<), we know that ^W^p = ^(^).
Since ^{(j)) e A/(^(^o(Lp7),^;Q) for any 7 ^ ^, we may suppose that 77
is a character of (Z/Z/j^^^ Then by Lemma 6.5 (ii) and (iv), we have
with the notation of (6.9) that
e(f rf^-^dE'J ^d^)
f {-J/Lre o ^(W^E^LpW))
i f 0 < m < -(&-<),
2
(-J/^-eo^^^)^:^-1^^^^^)))

if^Jb-^^m^;-^
2
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We write simply g for either W(W^(Ek-j,Lp(rf))) or H^W

^2+j-r ^t-j-^Lp^))) according as the above condition on m, where
U is the holomorphic projection defined in § 6. Then, by (7.6), we have
that
/ ^d^p
Jx
= H(P)a(^fpY-^p^ - r)(k - l^-J/L)^^'^9^

>N

^.

< hpyfp >Np^

By (1.7) combined with [27, (3.4.5)], we have that
< hp^'^Q^LiN >Np^= {LIN^ < hp^L^/N]^ >^
=(L/^/V(-^<^|^,p>^,

since

hp\[Lpf3-r/N]

=

(L^/N^f^r^

for

r^

=

(l^ 'o1)'^^11^

^W = ((-i)'^/^-^2^^)!^^)!^^.
Then the assertion follows from Th. 6.6 and the following formula :
/Q b)
c\ < hp^fp >7\/pr
^
f0 ^> • r
< ^0

{

JPUP •' Np O

{ (-I)^(/P)

2

if fp = f%,

1

(-l)'^/?)^ -' )/^,/?)
^,_^^^_^W-.
v

o(P,/p)2

A

a(pjp)2

>'

7P/JP

This formula (9.5) is given in [25, Lemma 27] when fc(P) = 2 and the
general case : k(P) >_ 2 follows from the same computation there or the
formula [30, (3.2)].
Proof of Theorem 5. Id. — Let L be the least common multiple of
N and J. Put $ = E *\ (Ao)^ with the notation of the above proof of
Th. 5.1, where (A^ : C'(Z^;0/c) ®o^ J * -^ 5(L;0/c) is defined by
(AO^ = [ L / J ] o Ac. For each Q € X^(J;OK) with fc(Q) ^ 2, we have a
natural map :
C(Z^, OK) ®OK 2"* -^ ^(Zp^O^) ®OK J^Q} ®OK I*
-^ C(Z^; On) ®o^ J* ®OK 2" -^ Ox.
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By definition, this is nothing but the convoluted measure E ^ (p,g ^ for
the measure /^ associated with gq as in Example b in § 5. Then w^ apply
Th. 5.1b, which has already been deduced from Th. 5.1, and obtain the
result.
Proof of Theorem 5.1d'. — We shall deduce Th. 5.1d' from the
following result :
THEOREM 9.1. — Let the notation and the assumption be as in Th.
5.1d. Then, for each integer b > 1 prime to J N p , there exists a unique
generalized Iwasawa function ^b in the quotient Geld ofl^j such that
(i) IfH e Z annihilates Co(A;Z), then H(P)^h(P,Q) e Z0J,
(ii) for each (P,Q) e ^aig(Z) x ^(J) with k(P) > k(Q) ^ 2, we have
f

cwS(P)-\l - ^epCQ^V) < b >kW-^Q))

x ^(P,0)P(A;(0),/p,^)/n(p,o,po) if k(P) > jb(Q),
^^P, Q) = < 0 if k(P) = k(Q), ep = CQ and ^ = $
but either P / Q or \ does not factors through A',
. - Wp)/Lp)(\og(< b >)) if P = Q and X' = A|ho(jv;^),
where c = c(P,Q,Po), w = w(P,Q,Po) as in Th. 5.1d and E'{P,Q) =
WQ,Po)/E^(P,Q)
for ^(P,Q) defined in Th. 5.1d5 and < b > =
1

M&)- e z^.

Proof. — Put ^b = E6 * (A'*)1' e Z0J for (A / *) L = [ L / J ] o A'* and
^(P,Q) = ^(^-^^P.Q), where E6 : C(Z^OK) - A7(J;0K) is the
Eisenstein measure defined in § 5 in Example c. By Th. 8.5 combined with
the argument which proves Th. 5.1, we know that
^(P,Q) =^(P)^or^oe(y ^z)zk,-i-ldEb^gQ\[L|J}))^

where rf = sp^^-V-^ for k = fc(P) and i = k(Q). By the well known
formula :
t z^dEb = -Wp)/Lp)log(< b >) C Zp,
J ZL
we know that
Jz^(^-'-W
= J ( l - ^(&) < & > fc -^)^-^Lp(^ if fc > ^
[ -(^(I/p)/Lp)log(< 6 >)
if k = ^ and 77 = id.
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When k > ^, the same calculation as in the proof of Theorems 5.1 and 5.1d
yields the expression of ^(P.Q) by the special values of T>{s,fp,gQ\Tft}.
Then in a similar manner to the proof of Lemma 5.2, we obtain the desired
result. Here note that QQ has non-trivial coefficient in (f and hence we
have the Euler factor E\P,Q} instead of E(P,Q,Po). We now suppose
that k = i and rf = id. Then, the similar computation as in the proof of
Th. 5.1 shows that
^(P,Q) = -^(Lp)/Lp)(\og(< b >))H(P)tp(TL/N oe(gQ\[L/J]).
If A does not factors through A', then by [14, Cor 1.3], we can find an integer
n prime to Lp such that a{n,go} -^ a(n,fp). Note that ip(h\T(n)) =
^^ fp)ipW tor any /i. On the other hand, for h = TL/N°e(^Q|[L/J]), we
know that h\T(n) = a(n,^Q)A. This show that tp(TL/N°e(gQ\[L/J])) = 0.
If A' is the restriction of A to h°(N^ OK) (J = N) but if P / Q, the same
argument shows that ip(h) == 0 for h = e{fo}. If P = Q, then L = N = J
and ^(P,Q) = -(^(Lp)/£p)(log(< b >))ff(P), since tp(fp) = 1. This
finishes the proof.
Assuming A' = A|ho(jv;o^), we shall now prove Th. 5.1d\ We now
eliminate the dependence on b of the function ^b defined in Th. 9.1. We
choose b so that < b > gives the topological generator u of F which we
already fixed in § 5. Consider the power series F(X,Y) € Oj<[[X,y]] such
that F(e(u)u8 - l,^)^ - 1) = 1 - ee^^u8-1' for each s,t € Zp and
finite order characters £, e' '. T —> (%. We may show the existence of such a
power series as follows : We identify Z^ with r2 by (s,t) »-> (n 3 ,^). Define
functions S,T on Z^ by S(s, t) = u8^ - l,T(5,t) = u3-1 - 1.
Then, we know that F(X,V) = -T == 1 - (X + 1)/(V + 1) €
Ox[[X,y]]. Note that X - Y = T(l + V) and 1 + Y is a unit in
AL = OK[[^]]. By Th. 9.1, the function D'(P,Q) as in Th. 5.1d' has the
expression D' = ^/F in the quotient field of Z0Z. (In fact, the set of
points (P,Q) € Aaig(I)2 with fc(P) > k(Q) is dense in .V(I)2.) Thus by
Th. 9.1, we know that for non-critical P
((X - Y)Df{P, Q))\p=Q = T(Y + 1)^(P, Q)/F|p=Q
= -(1 + y(P))^&(P, P) = (1 + y(P))(^(Lp)/Lp)(log(^)),
since (X - V)/F|p=Q = -T(l + y)/T|p=Q = -(1 + Y(P)). This finishes
the proof.
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